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R É S U M E
L’omniprésence des communications a entraîné une récente augmen-
tation des volumes de données mobiles, pour laquelle les opérateurs
n’étaient pas toujours préparés. Les smartphones sont les plus gros
consommateurs de données mobiles. Ces appareils peuvent être con-
sidérés comme méchants à cause d’un tel traffic, mais d’un point de
vue analytique ils fournissent, aujourd’hui un des meilleurs moyens
afin de collecter les données sur le comportement de consommation
et de mobilité de grande échelle. Comprendre le comportement des
utilisateurs sur leur mobilité et leur connectivité est nécessaire à la
création d’un système de communication effectifs. Nous sommes rou-
tiniers. Ces cycles routiniers sont une grande partie de nos interac-
tions avec le monde. Par exemple, nos habitudes definissent ce que
l’on va faire le samedi ou les sites que nous consultons le lundi matin.
Ces comportements répétés reflètent nos déplacements et activités en
ligne. Dans cette thèse, nous allons nous concentrer sur les demandes
de traffic générées par les usagers métropolitains durant leurs activ-
ités quotidiennes. Nous présentons une étude détaillée des usagers
selon les comportements routiniers de mobilité ou d’activité sur in-
ternet. Dans une étude de cas, ou cette enquête serait utile, nous pro-
posons une stratégies de déploiement de points de accès qui prendra
en compte les aspects routiniers de la mobilités des utilisateurs.
Nous étudirons en premier lieu, les modèles de mobilité en milieu
urbain. Nous analyserons les données de mobilité à grande échelle
dans de grandes villes comme Beijing, Tokyo, New York, Paris, San
Francisco, London, Moscow, Mexico City. Cette contribution se fait en
deux étapes. Premièrement, nous observerons les similitudes des dé-
placements peu importe la ville concernée. Ensuite, nous mettrons en
évidence trois caractéristiques présentes dans les déplacements d’une
population urbaine typique: Répétivité, utilisation de raccourcis, con-
finement. Ces caractéristiques sont dues à la tendance qu’ont les per-
sonnes à revisiter les même rues en utilisant les trajectoires proches
du chemin le plus court. D’ailleurs, les personnes ont une mobilité
quotidienne inférieure à dix kilomètres par jour.
Nous avons ensuite étudié les modèles de demandes de traffic en
utilisant une base de données comprenant les données de 6.8 millions
d’utilisateurs. Pour cela nous avons principalement deux contribu-
tions. Premièrement, une caractérisation précise des comportements
de consommation des utilisateurs agrégés par modèle. Nous pouvons
voir comment les routines quotidiennes impactent nos demandes de
connections et la similarité de ce traffic en fonction des jours. En-
suite, nous fournirons un moyen de reproduire artificiellement mais
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avec cohérence les modèles des utilisateurs de données mobiles. Ces
données synthétisées ont l’avantage de permettre la planification du
réseau sans information sur la vie privées de utilisateurs comme les
bases de données d’origine.
Afin d’évaluer l’efficacité de ces informations dans un scénario
grandeur nature, nous proposerons une stratégie de deploiement de
points de accès qui prend en compte les caractéristiques routinières
en terme de déplacement et de demande de trafic dans le but d’améliorer
la décharge de données mobile. Déployer correctement des points de
accès WiFi peut être moins cher que d’améliorer l’infrastructure de
réseaux mobiles, et peut permettre d’améliorer considérablement la
capacité du réseau. Notre approche améliore l’évacuation de trafic
comparée aux autres solutions disponibles dans la littérature.
A B S T R A C T
The proliferation of pervasive communication caused a recent boost
up on the mobile data usage, which network operators are not al-
ways prepared for. The main origin of the mobile network demands
are smartphone devices. From the network side those devices may be
seen as villains for imposing an enormous traffic, but from the ana-
lytical point of view they provide today the best means of gathering
users information about content consumption and mobility behavior
on a large scale. Understanding users’ mobility and network behavior
is essential in the design of efficient communication systems. We are
routinary beings. The routine cycles on our daily lives are an essential
part of our interface with the world. Our habits define, for instance,
where we are going Saturday night, or what is the typical website
for the mornings of Monday. The repetitive behavior reflects on our
mobility patterns and network activities. In this thesis we focus on
metropolitan users generating traffic demands during their normal
daily lives. We present a detailed study on both users’ routinary mo-
bility and routinary network behavior. As a study of case where such
investigation can be useful, we propose a hotspot deployment strat-
egy that takes into account the routine aspects of people’s mobility.
We first investigate urban mobility patterns. We analyze large-scale
datasets of mobility in different cities of the world, namely Beijing,
Tokyo, New York, Paris, San Francisco, London, Moscow and Mex-
ico City. Our contribution is this area is two-fold. First, we show
that there is a similarity on people’s mobility behavior regardless the
city. Second, we unveil three characteristics present on the mobility
of typical urban population: repetitiveness, usage of shortest-paths,
and confinement. Those characteristics undercover people’s tendency
to revisit a small portion of favorite venues using trajectories that are
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close to the shortest-path. Furthermore, people generally have their
mobility restrict to a dozen of kilometers per day.
We then investigate the users’ traffic demands patterns. We ana-
lyze a large data set with 6.8 million subscribers. We have mainly two
contributions in this aspect. First, a precise characterization of indi-
vidual subscribers’ traffic behavior clustered by their usage patterns.
We see how the daily routine impacts on the network demands and
the strong similarity between traffic on different days. Second, we
provide a way for synthetically, still consistently, reproducing usage
patterns of mobile subscribers. Synthetic traces offer positive implica-
tions for network planning and carry no privacy issues to subscribers
as the original datasets.
To assess the effectiveness of these findings on real-life scenario, we
propose a hotspot deployment strategy that considers routine char-
acteristics of mobility and traffic in order to improve mobile data
offloading. Carefully deploying Wi-Fi hotspots can both be cheaper
than upgrade the current cellular network structure and can concede
significant improvement in the network capacity. Our approach in-
creases the amount of offload when compared to other solution from
the literature.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
“The most profound technologies are those that disappear.
They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life
until they are indistinguishable from it.”
— Mark Weiser [1]
1.1 context and motivation
We are surrounded by pervasive devices, many of them connected to
the Internet. They are growing in number and capacity. There will
be 50 billion connected devices by 2020, i. e., more than 6 per person
[2]. Smartphones are one of the most important instances of the con-
nected devices. Smartphone sales surpassed feature phones for the
first time in 2013 [3]. Almost 1 billion of them were sold to end users
only in 2013, a growth of 42% when compared to the previous year
[3]. From that, over half billion mobile devices and mobile network
subscriptions were added in 2013. This is a noteworthy shift towards
mobile web access. As a consequence, global mobile data traffic grew
83% in 2013 being 18 times the size of the entire global Internet in
2000 [4]. This is a steady trend, mobile data traffic will increase nearly
10-fold between 2014 and 2019. Figure 1 shows an interesting exam-
ple of the rapid spread of mobile devices on two pictures taken 7
years apart during New Year’s Eve In Rio de Janeiro’s Copacabana
Beach.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Increase on the number of smartphone devices in 7 years, Rio de
Janeiro’s Copacabana beach (a) on 2008 and (b) on 2015 1.
Using better web-enabled smartphones and under growing net-
work coverage, users generate traffic every time and everywhere. For
instance, per minute, people around the world upload 49,000 photos
on Instagram [5], 244,000 photos on Facebook [6], 487,000 photos on
1 Ayrton 360 and Globo Television
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WhatsApp [7], send 348,000 tweets [8], and upload 100 hours of video
on YouTube [9].
In an interval of five years, from 2007 to 2012, AT&T faced 20,000
percent growth in mobile data traffic on its network [10]. Telco op-
erators are struggling to cope with the rapidly growing capacity re-
quirements whilst keeping financial health. To do so, some technical
solutions are currently being implemented such as adoption of new
communication standards (e. g., LTE), video optimization, and traffic
shaping.
LTE has a cost efficient deployment when compared to technologies
such as 2G and 3G for reasons such as part of its equipment can be
collocated with existing ones, it has higher spectral efficiency and it
demands less power consumption. Therefore, it costs less to deliver
a byte using LTE than it does on 3G networks. Nonetheless, many
years will be required until a significant adoption of 4G devices. On
Western Europe, 25% to 30% of the data traffic will be consumed
using 4G devices only by 2018 [11]. On a global perspective, 25% of
the connections will be made by a 4G-enabled device only by 2020
[12].
Considering that by 2019, 72% of total mobile data traffic will be
used for mobile video streaming, a 13-fold increase between 2014 and
2019 [4], Telco operators are investigating video optimization as one
of the ways to face the unprecedented growth on network demands.
The network load can be reduced, for example, by fine tuning the
transcoding, transrating, or by lowering video resolution. However,
the end-user experience may be seriously affected by the video qual-
ity degradation.
Since aforementioned approaches tackle the traffic inside the mo-
bile network or try to couple with the traffic growth, there is a gen-
eral belief that those solutions will not handle the demands on the
next years. On the other hand, mobile traffic offloading seems to be a
promising solution as it aims to shift the traffic off of the mobile net-
work to Wi-Fi network. This approach has several advantages such as
low cost, high data rates and easy availability of Wi-Fi hotspots. Care-
ful deployment of Wi-Fi hotspots can both be cheaper than upgrade
the current cellular network structure and can concede significant im-
provement in the network capacity [13, 14].
In order to plan a network it is important first to understand how
its subscribers generate traffic. This is challenging task due to the dif-
ferences on the behavior of each one of the users. Furthermore, plan-
ning a hotspot network require understanding of how people interact
with the city, such as important places, which may be areas under
high traffic. For instance, Telco operator’s network on metropolitan
areas may facilitate the collocation of Wi-Fi hotspots on important
points of the city. Those hotspots would offload the data from sub-
scribers passing close by, during their daily activities. People’s mo-
1.2 problem statement 3
bility and traffic behavior are tightly related to their daily routines.
Thus, it is essential to understand the dynamics that guide the ur-
ban mobility and network traffic demands of people to better design
network placement strategies.
The objective of this thesis is to get insights from mobile user’s
routinary behavior (in terms of context and content demands) for
network performance improvement.
1.2 problem statement
In this thesis, we interrogate the current human mobility and network
traffic analysis. We focus on two main questions and later, in a way
to take advantage of them in the context of mobile networks.
1.2.1 What about investigating routine instead of purely mobility?
Considering the vast possibilities human beings have when it comes
to their mobility, there is a considerable amount of aspects from which
one can analyze trajectories. For instance, the mobility and the re-
lation among people has been widely studied through wireless in-
teraction analysis on intermittently connected networks (e. g., DTN,
VANETs) networks. However, these studies overlook some key as-
pects inherent to human routinary behavior and the way he/she in-
teracts with the environment. Understanding those aspects may posi-
tively impact on the efficiency of systems that rely on human mobility.
1.2.2 Can we identify common traffic behavior among mobile subscribers?
To better plan a mobile network it is crucial to understand its sub-
scribers. That is a challenging task since each of the subscribers have
their own traffic behavior, which seems to be unique among all other
subscribers. Although a per-subscriber modeling is unpractical due
to the large number of subscribers, there is an actual similarity in
the network traffic demands among different subscribers, partly be-
cause of their routines. Thus, it is important to have a solution that
identifies and agglutinates similar subscribers into profiles that rep-
resent common network behaviors. Additionally, once the traffic is
modeled, it can be synthetically reproduced, which has advantages
such as expanding the limit of the original data used in the model
and the protection of subscribers’ privacy.
1.2.3 And so what?
Once the users are better understood from their mobility and net-
work point of views, we can envision benefits to both them and to the
4 introduction
network operator. Better quality of service, coverage, cost-benefit are
among possible outcomes from the understanding of mobility and
network traffic behavior. Our study case exemplifies a mobile data
traffic offloading scenario, which takes advantage of the understand-
ing from our users’ behavior pattern analysis.
1.3 contributions of this thesis
1.3.1 Routine characterization of human mobility
When searching for patterns on the human mobility there is no evi-
dence that a common set of characteristics exists for every significant
sample of the population. The reason is that there is an enormous
amount of possibilities one can take when roaming around during
her/his daily activities. Since we are free to decide about our own mo-
bility, one may expect a vast amount of variability on our daily trajec-
tories. Although trajectory possibilities are immense, we are routinary
beings with inclination to repeat cyclic activities. Literature presents
some insights regarding human mobility for few specific cities.
As first contribution of this thesis, we study human mobility in
order to find and measure a set of consistent characteristics present in
the routine of human mobility. We analyze several different datasets
of human mobility in 8 cities from 3 different continents. Moreover,
we analyze mobility and its relation with urban scenario, i. e., points
of interest in those cities. We see three core aspects present on the
human mobility: the usage of shortest-paths, the confinement, and
the repetitive visit to a set of points of interest.
1.3.2 Mobile data traffic profiling and synthetic generation
Network planning requires understanding of the traffic demands. Each
subscriber has an important impact on the network traffic as a whole.
A fine grained study of the network traffic requires a per-subscriber
study, which is unpractical due to the singularity present on the be-
havior of each user.
The second contribution of this thesis consists on proposing a sub-
scriber profiling methodology which define a finite set of classes
based on network traffic behavior. We analyze a large-scale dataset
with 6.8 millions subscribers in Mexico city on a period that spans for
4 months. Due to the cyclicity of our daily activities, we see that sub-
scribers network demands present more similarity in the same hours
on different days than within the same day on different hours. We
take advantage of this periodic behavior to classify subscribers into 6
profiles using a subset of the dataset and considering two important
parameters for the traffic generation: volume and frequency. Finally,
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we propose a synthetic traffic generator that consistently imitates the
network demands from the original dataset.
1.3.3 Traffic-and-mobility-aware hotspot deployment for data offloading
In order to apply the previous insights, we have chosen a hotspot de-
ployment study case. Our approach takes into consideration a metropoli-
tan area by leveraging mobile users’ context and content, i. e., their
trajectories, scenario interactions, and traffic demands. This is a chal-
lenging task due to the large area covered by big cities. For instance,
literature presents complete coverage approaches for this problem on
very limited scenarios, such as university campus. Such solutions are
prohibitive in terms of cost when it comes to a large metropolitan
area.
Our proposed strategy considers the restrictions imposed by trans-
portation modes to people trajectories and the space-time interaction
between people and urban locations, key points for an efficient net-
work planning. Using a real-life metropolitan trace with 182 users
and more than 200,000 points of interest in Beijing, we show our
routine-based strategy guarantees higher offload ratio than the cur-
rent approach in the literature, while using a realistic traffic model.
1.4 thesis outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a
classification on the methods used to analyze mobility and network
mobile traffic. In Chapter 3, we study several routine aspects in the
human mobility. Then, in chapter 4, we propose a profiling method-
ology based on subscribers traffic demands and a synthetic traffic
generator. Later, using previous insights, in Chapter 5, we propose a
Wi-Fi hotspot deployment for mobile data offloading. Finally, Chap-
ter 6 presents our conclusions and envisioned next steps.

2
O N T H E M O B I L I T Y A N D C O N T E N T A N A LY S I S
“We are like dwarfs on the shoulders of giants, so that we can see more than
they, and things at a greater distance, not by virtue of any sharpness of
sight on our part, or any physical distinction, but because we are carried
high and raised up by their giant size.”
— Bernard De Chartres
Related to the problems stated in the previous chapter, we present
the bases of mobility and traffic dataset analysis as well as we position
our work according to the literature.
2.1 dataset knowledge extraction
Datasets are of enormous importance on the analysis of many scien-
tific fields. They provide the convenience of a non-real time analysis,
i. e., one can analyze the phenomena of interest after its parameters
have been collected and logged. In the context of large-scale mobility
and networks, where real-time analysis is arduous due to the enor-
mous amount of elements (e. g., subscribers) and parameters (e. g.,
position), datasets are widely used as primary source of information.
As a precious resource, few are the datasets in the literature that
contain large-scale information of mobility or network measurements.
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no freely available dataset
has both large-scale information about fine-grained mobility and net-
work traffic. Experiments to collect human mobility data generally
involve people carrying GPS-capable devices which regularly collect
their precise positioning. Due to the complexity of those experiments,
they tend to be limited in number of participants (e. g., up to 35),
time duration (i. e., up to few weeks), and space as in university cam-
puses [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], conference rooms [20, 21], or shopping malls
[22]. Lausanne campaign [23] and GeoLife [24] represent some of the
few relatively large experiments with around 200 participants, that at-
tempts to collect fine-grained human mobility. The dataset collected
from the former is not publicly available, while the one from the latter
is.
Aside from that, human mobility datasets covering large areas tend
to rely only on automobile transportation, which is not in the scope of
this thesis. For instance, taxi cabs in San Francisco [25] and Rome [26],
vans inside Microsoft headquarters in Redmond [27], buses inside a
university campus area [28] or in the metropolitan area of Seattle [29].
Another source of human mobility data is Call Detail Record (CDR).
CDR is a metadata record that describes phone communication using
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a series of data fields, e. g., the identification of callee and caller, call
type (voice call or SMS), starting, ending and duration time of the
call, and GPS location of the caller’s cell tower [30]. CDR datasets are
usually released by Telco operators to a limited number of partners
under a non-disclosure agreement and with limited access. As both
mobility and network traffic are susceptible of giving away private
users’ information, entities responsible for such data are careful on
providing it to third-parties.
Besides, it is important to understand the limitations of each dataset.
For instance, when modeling mobility through CDRs, one has to
know its two biggest limitations: sparse in time and coarse in space.
Time sparseness occurs because records are generated only when a
subscriber sends or receive a call or a SMS, which makes he/she invisi-
ble at all other periods of time. Space coarseness is due to the granular-
ity of a cell tower sector for the subscribers’ positioning, which leads
to a location uncertainty of about 1 square mile [31]. It is important to
consider that those two characteristics are not uniformly distributed
in time due to the fact that subscribers tend to place their calls in
bursts, then staying nonactive for long periods [32], around 70% of
the total time [31]. To overcome such limitation on mobility analysis,
a threshold may be set aiming to remove from the dataset subscribers
that have low call frequency [31]. Nonetheless, [33] studies the pos-
sible caveats of using CDRs to model human mobility patterns. It
shows that this kind of data performs well in certain scenarios such
as evaluation of subscribers’ home and work places.
Similarly, network traffic datasets in large scale are rarely available
in the literature. As in CDR datasets, they are generally released by
Telco operators as xDRs, an extension of CDRs that includes network
traffic usage information, e. g., generated from subscriber’s brows-
ing activities and background applications. In some cases, more spe-
cific information such every single URL recorded during subscribers
browsing sessions are available as presented in [34].
Getting access to the dataset is the first step towards proposing a
system model. Some effort has to be made to extract mobility and traf-
fic knowledge from raw datasets due to their singular characteristics.
For example, CDR mobility datasets generally contain, per user, a set
of geolocalized points generally ascendingly sorted by timestamp per
day. Assumptions must be made in order to represent disjoint trajec-
tories that a user perform during the day, otherwise every user will
have one single day-long trajectory, which might not represent accu-
rately his displacement. Contrarily, for instance, GeoLife provides a
precise set of trajectories per user, which ease the mobility analysis.
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The understanding of mobility and its modeling has started with an-
imals such as monkeys [35], jackals [36], and albatrosses [37]. Such
works indicated that animal mobility follows a random walk for which
the displacement is power-law distributed, i. e., Lévy flight [38]. Early
human mobility studies used tracking methods such as bank notes
dispersion [39]. Latterly, the lower cost of GPS devices increased the
possibility of collecting mobility datasets. In [40], the authors evalu-
ate GPS traces of 44 volunteers in various outdoor scenarios includ-
ing two different college campuses, a metropolitan area, a theme park
and a state fair. The analysis shows that human mobility resembles
Lévy flight within a scale of less than 10 km, which corroborates
the findings from [39]. Authors then create a Lévy flight model that
captures the mobility from those individuals. More recently, easier
methods for collecting human mobility in large scale such as mobile
phones open new horizons for deeper human mobility investigations.
Through extensive analysis, [41] presents a seminal study on hu-
man mobility using a CDR dataset of 100,000 subscribers. Authors
show that human trajectories show a high degree of temporal and
spatial regularity, in disagreement with the aforementioned random
trajectories predicted by the prevailing Lévy flight and random walk
models. Besides, each individual is characterized by a specific travel
distance that is time-independent and a significant probability to re-
turn to a few highly frequented locations. The return to a previously
visited location occurs with a frequency proportional to the ranking
in popularity of the location with respect to other locations. It means,
that humans have a strong tendency to return to locations that they
visited before, due to the recurrence and temporal periodicity inher-
ent to human mobility. [42] presents an extension of this work using
two CDR datasets totalizing 3 million subscribers focusing on the vis-
iting time, i. e., the period of time spent at one location. The resulting
curve shows a truncated power-law with a cutoff of 17 hours, which
authors link to the typical awake period of humans.
[43] analyzes CDRs dataset of 97,000 subscribers in Los Angeles
and 71,000 in New York aiming to identify important locations in peo-
ples’ lives. Using ground-truth data of home and work location from
19 subscribers, authors were able to identify home and work locations
with about 1 and 21 miles of error, respectively. In [44] authors evalu-
ate a dataset of CDRs with information of about 450,000 subscribers
to capture city dynamics. More specifically, authors want to discover
two main groups in a city, one active during the day (laborshed) and
another during the night (partyshed). Their grouping strategy relies on
a set of fixed rules, e. g., a subscriber is set to laborshed group if he
makes 4 calls (or send 4 SMSs) during business hours using city cell
towers, at least, twice per week. It is shown a 81% correlation between
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the groups identified by their algorithm and US Census dataset used
as ground-truth.
In [45] authors analyze a subset of Lausanne dataset [23] with
38 participants in order to understand how temporal and personal
factors, e. g., occupation and age, affect individual mobility patterns.
From the temporal analysis, they concluded that people are less ac-
tive during workdays and night than during weekends and daytime.
Occupational analysis shows that among full-workers and students,
the former are more prone to shorter displacement during the day
due to the stricter time rules imposed on companies when compared
to universities. Finally, age analysis shows higher nightly mobility of
younger people compared to older counterparts, which is the result
of nightlife attractions being more interesting for younger people. In
[46], a study was made using a CDR dataset containing information
of 180 subscribers, which presented similar temporal findings.
Due to the routinary behavior, human mobility is highly predictable.
[31] presents a study using a CDR dataset with 50,000 subscribers
aiming to measure how predictable human mobility is. Authors mea-
sure the predictability of subscribers’ next whereabouts by using three
entropy metrics: (1) uniformly randomly chosen among all the loca-
tions the subscriber already visited, (2) based on the frequency of the
most visited locations, or (3) taking into consideration both frequency,
time spent and the order of the visits. As result, for the typical sub-
scriber, the uncertainty of the next location (i. e., the cell tower the
subscriber will be connected to) resides, on average, in a set of less
than two locations. Moreover, [41] shows that individuals are found
at their first two preferred locations on 40% of the time.
Besides the efforts above, human mobility has been widely studied
from several points of view, specially with regards to the inter-contact
and contact time between people, i. e., the time gap separating two
contacts and its duration considering the same pair of people. The im-
portance on those studies comes from a specific problem on intermit-
tently connected networks: as messages are transmitted among nodes
when they get in contact with each other, the contact time between
pairs of nodes is a key factor on the end-to-end communication delay.
In the context of human mobility, people carrying mobile phones are
nodes and a contact between devices signify respective people get-
ting closer to each other. The longer they stay close, i. e., the contact
duration, the larger the amount of data that can be exchanged.
In [47, 48] authors show that empirical distributions of inter-contact
times present two characteristics. First, they are well fitted by log-
normal curves, with exponential curves also fitting a significant por-
tion of the distributions. Second, they can be well approximated by
a power law over some specific time ranges, from few minutes to 12
hours. [21, 49, 50] conducted experiments involving Bluetooth con-
tacts between people carrying devices: [21] studies data from 41 par-
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ticipants at Infocom 2005 conference rooms, [49] analyses 9 partici-
pants in a campus scenario, and [50] assess data collected from 16
undergraduate students. Similar results are present in those works re-
garding contact duration: it is power-law distributed with variations
in the power-law coefficient k inherent to the specificities on the sce-
narios where the experiments were carried-out. For instance, the con-
tact duration distribution curve presented in [50] decays slower when
compared to the ones from [17, 49]. Authors associate this behavior
to students that tend to stay longer periods of time in the vicinity of
each other as they may attend to the same classes.
Aforementioned works have mostly studied some aspects of the hu-
man mobility unveiling characteristics on people’s displacement such
as distance, high probability to revisit certain few locations, and the
dynamic of encounters. Their conclusions indicate that temporal and
spatial factors are recurrently impacting human mobility. However,
our intuition says that people’s mobility presents other characteristics
such as tendency to use shortest-paths. Besides, no large scale evalu-
ation of fine-grained datasets was performed to verify this intuition
nor the aspects previously assessed in the literature.
2.3 data traffic insights
The understanding of users’ content consumption has attracted sig-
nificant attention of the networking community in the literature. Its
improved understanding is of fundamental importance when looking
for solutions to manage the increased data usage and to improve the quality
of communication service provided. The resulting knowledge can help to
design more adaptable networking protocols or services, as well as to
determine, for instance, where to deploy networking infrastructure,
how to reduce traffic congestion, or how to fill the gap between the
capacity granted by the infrastructure technology and the traffic load
generated by mobile users.
Earliest analysis of cellular network traffic were mostly focused on
the traffic generated from micro-browsing using Wireless Application
Protocol (WAP) [51], PDAs [52], and CDMA2000 network technol-
ogy [53]. Although those studies were made more than a decade ago,
certain findings are still somehow similar to the current state of the
literature, e. g., in [51] authors detected day cyclicity on the micro-
browsing access behavior of mobile phone users. Besides, [52] shows
that most of the users tend to have short network usage sessions when
accessing web sites. Compared to those first studies, current network
traffic data collection and analysis involves an enormous amount of
data, which raises the difficulty on the understanding, characteriza-
tion and classification of network demands and subscribers.
Within network traffic analysis, considerable effort has been made
towards the classification of subscribers behavior based on their sim-
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ilarities. This is challenging task due to the heterogeneity of human
behavior, while some subscribers rarely make use of the voice calls,
others perform them thousands of times per month [54]. Clustering
techniques are of frequent use in this context and are employed since
the earliest analysis on metropolitan-area wireless network traffic [55].
Clustering primary focus on the concept of similarity between ele-
ments in a collection, as determined by the distance between them
in a multidimensional space. Two elements belong to the same clus-
ter if the distance between them is small enough. Relatively simple
clustering algorithms have the capability to group a large number of
elements into clusters, which generally are predefined classes with a
semantical meaning.
Distinguishing between changes that are merely due to the dy-
namic nature of the system and anomalies is a difficult problem. In
[56] authors develop a method to identify anomalous behavior from
subscribers’ call records. They apply a clustering technique to detect
anomalous voice call pattern relative to the historical pattern estab-
lished for a phone. Their evaluation makes usage of a CDR dataset
comprising 500 subscribers. Their approach uses artificial neural net-
works model and focus only on the voice call duration parameter. A
voice call is considered abnormal if it is way longer than the com-
mon subscriber’s voice call length. Similarly, [57] applies clustering
techniques in order to find anomalous network behavior. This ap-
proach combines Leader [58] and K-means [59] clustering algorithms
into a hybrid scheme that considers voice call duration and starting
time, number of sent/received SMSs, and data traffic. Authors eval-
uate the framework on a 12-day CDR dataset of unspecified amount
of subscribers. Resulting clusters with few members were considered
to contain records anomalous voice calls. Authors evaluate several
configuration for the clustering algorithms parameters and conclude
that an hybrid approach composed of Leader and K-means have very
limited success on anomaly detection.
In [60] authors use a CDR dataset with information about 475,000
subscribers aiming to classify subscribers into usage groups. In this
study, voice call duration and number of SMSs are the only param-
eters that represent subscriber’s usage. In order to create the groups,
K-means clustering was used on both parameters and k = 7, i. e.,
a fixed number of seven usage groups. Moreover, further investiga-
tion in one of the clusters show predominant activity before and after
working hours, which authors link to a cluster with majority of com-
muter subscribers. In another cluster, authors found higher number
of SMSs than calls, which is a characteristic of younger people [61]
and peak of SMS activity corresponding to the start of the school
day, open lunch, and dismissal. Authors were able to establish con-
clusively that this cluster was mostly composed by students by ana-
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lyzing the activity on the antenna that covers a school in the studied
area and finding the same behavior.
In [62] authors propose a framework to characterize network-wide
usage profiles and evaluate it using a CDR dataset of 5 million sub-
scribers. The goal is to build categories of network usages from a raw
CDR dataset, which, in this case, provides hourly number of calls
per antenna. The framework creates a node from each hourly mea-
surement and structures all nodes as a dendogram. A set of network
usage profiles results from hierarchically merging similar nodes into
clusters until a certain threshold defined by two stopping metrics,
Beale and C-Index. The similarity between nodes relies on two pro-
posed metrics, traffic volume similarity and traffic distribution sim-
ilarity, which take into consideration absolute and relative call vol-
umes on all antennas inside a geographical area. Authors show that
more than being able to find a coherent set of voice call usage cate-
gories, their framework produces as by-product the identification of
anomalous call usage profiles.
Literature presents efforts on the categorization of users by their
network activities using other parameters, e. g., visited websites [63],
and WiFi usage [13]. Additionally, [64, 65] present network-wide anal-
ysis for special days such as World Cup match, Easter, Christmas, and
Carnival or special areas of a city [66]. Besides, with focus on urban
planning, [67] characterizes the usage of urban area based on the net-
work activities for typical and special days. Still towards better urban
planning, [68] proposes a framework that merges city information
from network activity, vehicle traffic, and events to provide a better
understanding on how cities function and to develop more efficient
urban policies.
Most studies in the literature on the analysis of network utiliza-
tion are based on the analysis of calling patterns (i. e., generated only
when a voice call or a short message service occurs) usually described
in CDRs with no regards to the actual data traffic generated by smart-
phone applications (e. g., email checks, synchronization, etc). Such
analysis may provide an idea on the activity of mobile network cus-
tomers but do not describe realistic data traffic demand patterns.
2.4 conclusions
It is undeniable the importance of datasets in the network and mo-
bility analysis, they enable an atemporal data investigation of events
that otherwise would be very hard to observe and study in a real
time fashion. The main drawback is the lack of publicly available rich
datasets in terms of fine-grained and network traffic information. As
a consequence, this thesis tackles mobility and network traffic analy-
sis using different datasets, which will be presented in the following
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chapters. Our analysis from both mobility and network traffic differs
from previously mentioned works in several aspects, we:
• focus on trajectory analysis and how people interact with the
urban scenario
• provide large-scale fine-grained mobility study focusing routi-
nary behavior
• analyze several cities at once, avoiding bias of a specific city
context
• extensively analyze real cellular network data traffic and its
cyclicity
With that in mind, we envision opportunities for better network
management, and planning. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we propose a
framework to automatically classify subscribers into a set of profiles
based on their network usage, and a synthetic traffic generator that
mimics the original network demands’ behavior. Another opportu-
nity that we explore is the deployment of a supportive wireless net-
work on metropolitan areas, which we evaluate as study case in Chap-
ter 5.
3
C O N T E X T A N A LY S I S
“We are what we repeatedly do.”
— Aristotle
3.1 introduction
On the pervasive era people are connected receiving and sharing in-
formation about themselves and their surrounding scenario. People
actively or passively share details about their context and the content
(as investigated in the next chapter), which are important sources of
insights in order to understand human routine.
People are routinary semi-rational entities, they have regular circles
of actions guided by their decisions but unexpected situations may in-
terfere on their directions [69]. A person may change their itinerary
due to a traffic jam, problems on the public transportation, etc. When
choosing an itinerary, people tend to use the shortest-path to reach
their destination, also known as “desire line”. The desire line is the
shortest line between origin and destination, and expresses the way
a person would like to go, if such a way were available [70]. Fur-
thermore, the people’s itinerary is characterized by its confinement,
i. e., despite of choosing the shortest-paths, people will roam close by
their main physical address [39].
Literature studies human mobility predominantly from coarse-grained
datasets, from which its sparseness and coarseness plays a negative
role on the understanding of some specific aspects such as the usage
of shortest-path. Our main contribution in this chapter is to present
an extensive human mobility analysis from several fine-grained and one
additional large-scale coarse-grained dataset. Our datasets represent hu-
man mobility from 8 cities in 3 different continents around the world,
namely London, Moscow, New York, Paris, San Francisco, Tokyo,
Mexico, and Beijing. For each of them, we first model urban sce-
nario with GPS- or CDR-based trajectories and points of interest (Sec-
tion 3.2.1). Our points of interest represent real venues. We have col-
lected information regarding more than 1.4 million unique venues
distributed among the studied cities. Our human mobility evaluation
comprises visit, temporal and spatiotemporal aspects (Section 3.3).
From our analysis we show that human mobility presents three main
characteristics: tendency to use shortest-path, confinement and a strong
repetitive behavior relative to few locations.
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3.2 rationale
We analyze several different datasets aiming to find and measure a set
of consistent characteristics present in the routine of human mobility.
In order to avoid bias on the mobility aspects, the datasets come from
different sources, cities and periods of time. Table 1 describes the
characteristics of each of the datasets. The mobility datasets come
from OpenStreetMap2, GeoLife[24] and a Telco operator in Mexico.
Therefore, they have different characteristics on how to represent user
mobility. Before presenting our mobility analyzes, we provide in this
section the insights considered in our datasets and a discussion about
our system model. Due to space restrictions, graphics show results
for Beijing, otherwise stated. However, we will highlight results from
different cities throughout the discussion.
3.2.1 System model
For each of our datasets, we build a system model that represents a
fairly real urban scenario composed by its respective users and their
trajectories. Besides, we use data describing more than 1.4 million
real points of interest spread in the cities we consider. Next sections
describe the urban scenarios created with OpenStreetMap, GeoLife
and a Telco dataset.
3.2.1.1 Urban scenario
geolife : We use the latest version of GeoLife dataset [24]. GeoLife
is considered to be unique in the literature. This is due to the
fact that it provides a rich view of people mobility using 11 dif-
ferent transportation modes in an urban area for a long period
of time. It provides geolocalized and timestamped points from
182 people during a 4 year span, from 2007 to 2011, mostly in
Beijing. For each person, the dataset provides a set of geolocal-
ized points ascendingly sorted by timestamp, i. e., a fine-grained
GPS trajectory. All components are based on geolocalized infor-
mation, i. e., latitude and longitude coordinates within a 2004
km2 central area in Beijing. Moreover, to better understand spe-
cific behaviors inherent from different periods of the day, every
day is divided into four periods of time with 6 hours, from
00:00 to 05:59, from 06:00 to 11:59, from 12:00 to 17:59, and from
18:00 to 23:59. Those periods were chosen because they repre-
sent important parts of the day, late night, morning, afternoon,
and evening, respectively.
Due to the routine behavior of people and the large time scale
of the GeoLife dataset, it suffices to study a subset of the whole
2 http://www.openstreetmap.org
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dataset in order to capture the daily behavior of subscribers.
Since our work bases its premises on routinary behavior present
on the mobility of people, a time subset of GeoLife data is al-
ready enough to show how we can explore routine to provide a
better user experience. Therefore, we select the data of the two
most active months in terms of number of users and trajecto-
ries. This subset spans from 1st November to 31st December of
2008 and contains 39 users and 2203 trajectories. The following
results use this subset of data, unless stated otherwise.
openstreetmap : We have collected trajectories using the official
OpenStreetMap API3. OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project
with more than 1.9 million registered users. It has a feature
in which users can upload their geolocalized trajectories in or-
der to improve the mapping. We analyze about 14,200 public
trajectories uploaded to OpenStreetMap from 6 cities, London,
Moscow, New York, Paris, San Francisco and Tokyo. As in Geo-
Life, each user’s fine-grained GPS trajectory is a set of geolocal-
ized points ascendingly sorted by timestamp. Besides, similarly
to GeoLife, the days were divided in periods of 6 hours each.
telco : Consists of a CDR dataset with about 6.8 million subscribers
collected in a large urban area of Mexico city. It contains the
geographic position of the antenna being used and the instant
of time when the call was performed for each subscriber from
July to October, 2013. As usual to CDRs, in general a few num-
ber of geographic points are present per user in each day due
to the time sparsity of the calls. Moreover, due to the routinary
behavior, people tend to make calls on the repeated areas, i. e.,
antennas. Thus, we have created a 1 week dataset from the orig-
inal 4-month dataset as following: each day of the week has all
geographic positions from this respective day throughout the
original dataset, .e.g, Monday on the 1-week dataset has the
GPS positions of all Mondays in the 4-month dataset for each
user. Consequently, this dataset better represents the mobility
of the subscribers with more geolocalized points.
3.2.1.2 Trajectories
A trajectory represents how people move around and it is described
as a set of points representing GPS coordinates periodically collected.
Regardless the dataset, each trajectory point has latitude, longitude
and timestamp, to indicate when the position was recorded.
geolife and openstreetmap : People may move around build-
ing their trajectories using at most ten different transportation
3 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API
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Table 1: Characteristics of the mobility datasets
City Users Period Days Source
London 167
7th Nov., 2006 to
14th Dec., 2014
1073
OpenStreetMap
Moscow 197
4th Sep., 2005 to
17th May, 2014
1628
New York 41
14th Feb., 2008 to
30th Oct., 2014
120
Paris 182
19th Aug., 2007 to
8th Jan., 2015
556
San Francisco 62
18th Apr., 2008 to
16th Sep., 2013
214
Tokyo 87
10th Dec., 2007 to
13th Sep., 2013
513
Mexico City 6.8 M
1st Jul. to
31st Oct., 2013
123 Telco
Beijing 182
12th Apr., 2007 to
27th Oct., 2011
1603 GeoLife
modes such as taxi, bike, run, bus, walk, train, subway, car, boat,
and motorcycle. Therefore, to capture this urban behavior, we
have divided each trajectory into legs. A leg is a subset of points
from a trajectory with an unique transportation mode. For ex-
ample, a trajectory composed by two legs, “car” and “walk”
may represent a situation in which a person went by car to his
work, parked the car and went walking until his office.
On the point of view of the GeoLife experiment, the transporta-
tion mode is a label set by the users being tracked. However, not
every trajectory from the dataset was originally labeled with a
transportation mode. That is due to the fact that labeling was
not mandatory for people participating on the GeoLife experi-
ment. Similarly, OpenStreetMap trajectories are not labeled at
all. To overcome this limitation, we have created a model that
labels legs by their speed compared against known average
speeds for transportation modes.
In particular, we calculate the average speed of a leg. For Bei-
jing, the result is matched against known speed ranges shown
in Table 2. Lets consider we have an unlabeled leg l traveled
with average speed of 5 m/s. It is possible to see that l falls
on a range in which three transportation modes present over-
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Table 2: Average speed ranges by transportation mode
Transportation mode Average speed range (m/s)
Walk 6 1.5
Bus > 1.5 and 6 4 [71]
Bike (99.7%) or Run (0.3%) > 4 and 6 4.4 [72]
Taxi (39%),
Motorcycle (0.1%),
or Car (60%)
> 4.4 and 6 11.5 [73]
Subway > 11.5 and 6 28 [74]
Train > 28 and 6 250
Airplane > 250
lapping average speed ranges, “taxi”, “motorcycle”, and “car”.
In order to keep the proportion of legs that were originally la-
beled by the users in the experiment, we have calculated the
percentage of legs (shown between parentheses) on each over-
lapping range. Therefore, in this example, l will be labeled ei-
ther as “taxi”, “motorcycle”, or “car” with 39%, 0.1% and 60%
of chance, respectively. For cities on OpenStreetMap, we apply
similar methodology, but due to the lack of a sample with la-
beled trajectories from the original dataset, the probabilities are
equally divided, e. g., “taxi”, “motorcycle”, or “car” have 33.3%
of chance.
telco : As usual to mobility traces based on CDRs, we consider that
the positions of the antennas whose subscriber is connected to
during the day represent the trajectory points. For each sub-
scriber the points are ascendingly sorted by time of the day. In
our dataset, about 70% of the antennas are inside Mexico City
urban area and the median pairwise distance between sequen-
tial trajectory points per subscriber is 1.5 km. It is much more
coarse-grained than the 16 meters from GeoLife and from 7 to
18 meters in the cities from OpenStreetMap. Therefore, differ-
ently from the GeoLife and OpenStreetMap, no transportation
mode is inferred from the trajectory points in this dataset.
Figure 3.2(a) shows the total number of users and trajectories they
have performed in Beijing. As expected, the number of users and the
number of trajectories are highly correlated. It is remarkable the similarity
on the shape of the curves for both parameters. Indeed, Pearson’s
correlation between number of users and number of trajectories is
92%. Similarly, this correlation is 72% in Moscow and 70% in London.
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Figure 2: (Better seen in colors) (a) Number of users and trajectories per
day in Beijing. (b) Number of trajectories per user grouped per
day of the week in Beijing. (c) CDF of the distance from points of
interest to the downtown. (d) Distance from points of interest to
the downtown grouped by source.
In Figure 3.2(b), we present the average number of users and tra-
jectories on each of the week days in Beijing. The day-wise difference
for the number of users slightly decreases as the week progresses. On
average, the highest difference is 12% more users on Monday than on
Sunday. As expected, week days present more people than on weekend days.
Indeed, for the week, the average difference is 7%. For the number of
trajectories, the behavior is generally decreasing, except for Friday,
which has the higher average number of trajectories when compared
with all days of the week. That is probable due to people that go to
their usual daily activities e. g., places related to work or study and
added more trajectories related to leisure during the night such as
bars or restaurants. On average, the day with the highest number of
trajectories, which is Friday, presents 25% more trajectories than the
one with the least number of trajectories, which is Saturday. All cities
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presented similar results, for instance, London, San Francisco, Tokyo,
and Moscow have 29%, 19% 35% 46% more trajectories on Friday
than on Saturday. As expected, on average, the number of trajectories is
higher during the weekdays than during the weekend. The difference is,
on average, 2%, 12%, 23%, 9%, and 19%, respectively for London, San
Francisco, Moscow, Paris, and Beijing.
3.2.1.3 People and Points of Interest
People move, build their trajectories, and carry mobile devices ca-
pable of Wi-Fi communication and able to receive GPS information.
While walking by, people may “interact” with points of interest (PI),
e. g., bar, bus station, supermarket, etc. Those points of interest de-
scribe more than mere locations in the map but they reflect a social
aspect e. g., students are frequently going to meet their colleagues in
a coffeehouse close to the university they attend to. Indeed, this repre-
sents a routinary behavior that involves not only people but also their
interaction with points of interest in a city. In our scenario, points of
interest are geolocalized physical venues generally present in most
of major cities, e. g., bank, supermarket, cafe, school, stadium, train
station, university, etc.
In order to study the deployment with real points of interest in
Beijing, we have collected information from different databases of
places (e. g., Google Places4). Such databases are growing and are the
most accurate source of public information about points of interest.
To avoid to be biased by the characteristics of one unique database,
we have collected data from multiple sources namely Google Places,
Nokia Maps5, and Foursquare6, counting more than 1.4 million real
unique points of interest with their respective IDs, latitudes and lon-
gitudes. While Google Places and Nokia Maps databases provide in-
formation about points of interest collected from city hall’s records,
by the respective owner of the venues, etc, Foursquare provides only
information from places where its users checked in7, generally places
related with leisure and social relationships. For each set of places
collected from a source, repeated ones were removed by keeping an
unique occurrence of each ID. Table 3 describes the characteristics of
the sets of collected points of interest per source in 98 categories, e. g.,
market, library, school, etc. It is important to enhance that due to
considerably higher spatial distance between trajectory points from
the Telco dataset when compared to GeoLife and OpenStreetMap, we
have chosen to not include points of interest for Mexico City.
Figure 3.2(c) shows the distribution of points of interest by their
distance to each of the cities’ downtown. For instance, we have con-
4 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/places
5 https://developer.here.com
6 https://developer.foursquare.com
7 https://support.foursquare.com/hc/en-us/articles/201065340-Check-ins
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sidered the downtown as being centered at the Big Ben for London,
Market Street for San Francisco, Central Park for New York, Impe-
rial Palace for Tokyo, the Red Square for Moscow, Île de la Cité for
Paris and Forbidden city for Beijing. Regardless the city, there is a
concentration of points of interest closer to the downtown. For in-
stance, 52%, 65%, 54%, and 56% of the points of interest are located
at most 10 km from the downtown for Beijing, Moscow, New York,
and Paris. Figure 3.2(d) shows histograms of the distances from the
points of interest to city downtown grouped by source, Foursquare,
Nokia Maps, and Google Maps. This result shows that, regardless
the source, points of interest are more concentrated closer to downtown. In-
deed, considering all cities, the highest concentration for Foursquare,
Nokia Maps, and Google Maps falls into (2, 4.17], (6.2, 8.3], and (2,
4.18] km, respectively. Moreover, the median distance from points of
interest of Foursquare, Nokia Maps, and Google Maps to the down-
town is 8.8, 9.6, and 11.4 km, respectively. Since Foursquare venues
are mostly related to leisure, they tend to be, on average, closer to
downtown than the ones from Nokia Maps and Google Maps, whose
points of interest are distributed in a wider range of niches.
Table 3: Area and number of points of interest per city
City Area (km2) Points of Interest
Google Maps Nokia Maps Foursquare
London 1747 227757 56434 44469
Moscow 645 65712 34795 8659
New York 836 88608 61167 33690
Paris 1725 193237 41476 18767
San Francisco 2433 131470 36677 37901
Tokyo 2288 155696 7954 5415
Mexico City 5515 - - -
Beijing 2004 77919 119346 5059
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So far we have shown isolated characteristics of the dataset such as
number of users, trajectories and how PIs are arranged in the various
cities. On the other hand, this section presents several analysis of the
relation between people’s mobility and urban scenario considering
time and space, e. g., time spent on shopping areas during week and
weekends.
In order to understand the routine aspects on the mobility of people
and its interaction with the urban environment, some of the following
analysis consider data summarized by period of the day or day of the
week. For instance, the curve labeled Monday on Figure 3.3(a) shows
the cumulative distribution for the average number of unique users
per PI for all Mondays. This also applies for the periods of the day,
whose data represents all occurrences of the respective measurement
for each of the periods in all days of the week. Our description of
the results per day of week considers that the week progresses (or
passes by) from Monday to Sunday, i. e., it follows the ISO 8601 [75].
Additionally, we refer weekend as Saturday and Sunday together.
3.3.1 Visit behavior
This section assess how people interact with the urban scenario. The
interaction is a broad term and our analysis explores several aspects
which can reveal our daily routines. Since Telco dataset does not con-
tain PIs, the results in this section do not take Mexico City into con-
sideration.
Figure 3.3(a) shows the CDFs of the number of unique users per
PI, i. e., number of users that visited a PI in Beijing. Note that we
count a visit to a PIs if a person enters on its interaction range (Sec.
5.3.3.1). Due to the large number of the PIs in the city, most of the
PIs are rarely visited by the users on a single day. Indeed, 78% of the
PIs are visited by only one user per day. This holds for each of the
days of the week, 92%, 92%, 91%, 92%, 91%, 94%, 96% of the PIs are
visited by up to two users on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
day, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, respectively. All the other cities
present similar results. Moreover, PIs receive 9% less users on week-
ends when compared to weekdays. For Moscow, 93% of the points
of interest are visited once. This percentage is even higher for the
other cities. Although GeoLife has less users than OpenStreetMap in
Moscow, the former tends to have a higher number of users per day,
which increases the number of unique visits per PI.
The number of visits is an interesting parameter that may under-
cover, for example, how frequent people tend to visit a certain PI,
but it does not show an important characteristic of the mobility: How
long people stay in the vicinity of a PI. Most of the PIs present low
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coverage time during the day, 49%, 63%, 52%, 29%, 75%, 56%, and
62% of the PIs have users on their vicinity for up to 100 seconds
and 80%, 87%, 87%, 50%, 92%, 88%, and 87% up to 1000 seconds in
London, San Francisco, New York, Tokyo, Moscow, Paris, and Beijing,
respectively. Figure 3.3(b) shows the coverage time per PI, i. e., the
total amount of time that users have spent inside its interaction range
per day of the week in Beijing. There is a clear increasing behavior of
how long people stay in the vicinity of the PIs as the week passes by.
That is probably due to the hurry of the metropolitan areas, in which
people start the week in a higher pace than they end. People pass by
venues as quick as possible but as the time goes towards the weekend
they have more time to spend, e. g., looking at the showcases or visit-
ing stores. On average, people spent 63%, 87%, and 33% more time on the
vicinity of places on Sunday than on Monday for San Francisco, Beijing,
and Moscow. Additionally, PIs, on their vicinity, have people 12%, 20%,
and 17% more time on weekend than on weekdays for the same cities.
Figure 3.3(c) shows the CDFs of the total number of PIs seen, i. e.,
including repeated visits to the same PI, per user per periods of the
day in Beijing. The earliest and the latest periods of the day, i. e., from
00:00 to 05:59 and from 18:00 to 23:59, present the least number of
visited PIs. Briefly, the main reason for that is the shorter length of
users’ trajectories during those two periods compared with the other
periods of the day. We further develop the idea of trajectory length
in Sec. 5.3.2. On the other hand, users visit the highest number of PIs
from 12:00 to 17:59, which is expected due to the daily activities. On
average, users on the period from 12:00 to 17:59 visit 82% and 79%
more PIs than from 00:00 to 05:59 and from 18:00 to 23:59, respec-
tively. In Tokyo, for the same periods this difference is 57% and 60%,
respectively. Additionally, if we consider the majority of the users, for
example, up to up 75% of them in Beijing, 94% more PIs are visited
per user from 12:00 to 17:59 than from 00:00 to 05:59, which is the
period with least number of PI visits per user. Still comparing in Bei-
jing, for the same percentage of users, 52% more PI are visited per
user from 12:00 to 17:59 than from 18:00 to 23:59. Regarding the pe-
riod from 06:00 to 11:59, which is also almost as active as from 12:00
to 17:59, the former has 11% less visits per PI than the latter.
New York presents similar results, for up to 75% of users, the most
active period of the day, which is from 12:00 to 17:59, has 27%, 72%,
and 21% more visits to PIs than from 00:00 to 05:59, from 06:00 to
11:59, and from 18:00 to 23:59, respectively. It is important to note
that this behavior slightly varies in certain cities, while it presents
extremely similar results in others. Aside from New York, Tokyo
presents very similar results. On the other hand, cities such as London
and San Francisco still had high number of visits during daylight pe-
riods, but similar number of PI visits during the night. In such cases it
is difficult to indicate a single reason. For example, it might be due to
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the city context, i. e.people are as active during the day as during the
night or to the dataset characteristics, which contain a more balanced
number of users during the day and night.
Figure 3.3(d) shows the CDFs of the number of PIs seen per user
per days of the week in Beijing. Similar to spending more time on the
vicinity of PIs during the weekends than on weekdays (Figure 3.3(b)), on our
data, people tend to pass by more PIs on weekends than on weekdays. On
average, people visit 25%, 8%, 19%, 54%, and 72% more PIs on week-
ends than on weekdays in Beijing, London, San Francisco, New York,
and Tokyo, respectively. Moreover, there is a growth on the number
of PIs from Monday to Friday. Indeed, on average 36% more PIs are vis-
ited on Friday than on Monday considering all cities. Cumulative results
show similar tendency, 30%, 21%, 40%, 65%, 25% more visited PIs on
weekends than on weekdays for up to 75% of the users in London,
San Francisco, New York, Tokyo, and Beijing, respectively.
We further investigate the interaction between people and urban
scenario by segmenting the city using cells. In our context, cells are
square-shaped regions of 50m2 organized in a grid fashion on the city
terrain. Figure 3.4(a) shows the hexagonal bin plot [76] of cell distance
to downtown and number of PIs inside the cell in Beijing. The inten-
sity of a bin represents the frequency of cells that contain a number
of PIs laying within the bin. There is a densification, i. e., higher concen-
tration of PIs closer to downtown, that decreases with the increase of the dis-
tance. This is a common aspect of metropolitan areas, there is a strong
negative correlation between distance to downtown and number of
venues, -95%, -55%, -64%, -57%, -90%, -97%, -93% for London, San
Francisco, New York, Tokyo, Moscow, Paris, and Beijing. Although
San Francisco and Tokyo are big metropolitan, their concentration on
the surface tend to be more truncated due the limitations of the bays
present on both of them. That is the probably cause of their lower cor-
relation compared to the other evaluated cities. There is also a high
frequency of cells containing a low number of PIs irrespective of the
distance to downtown. Bigger venues may explain this, e. g., a city
hall could occupy the whole space of a single cell.
Figure 3.4(b) shows the total number of visited cells, i. e., including
repeated visits to the same cell, per user per day of the week in Bei-
jing. The tendency of the CDF curves is similar to the Figure 3.3(c),
but shifted to the left due to an expected lesser number of cells than
PIs. Additionally, on average the number of visited cells grows from Mon-
day to Sunday with a peak on Friday. For instance, people visited 65%
more cells on Friday than on Monday and 6% more cells on weekends
than on weekdays. When considering all cities, on average, those per-
centages are 55% and 12%, respectively.
In order to better understand the predictability of people’s mobility,
we calculate the L rank [41] of the visited PIs and cells. The rank
is calculated per user and it takes into consideration the number of
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Figure 3: (Better seen in colors) (a) Number of users and (b) mean coverage
time per PI and day of the week in Beijing. Number of visited PIs
per user per (c) period of the day and (d) per day of the week in
Beijing.
times he visits a cell/PIs, e. g., the most visited cell/PI by a user has
rank L = 1. Figure 3.4(c) shows a Zipf plot of the visiting frequency for
the cells and PIs ranked L in San Francisco and Beijing. The dashed
straight line shows that the distribution can be approximated by 1/L.
Furthermore, this plot shows that users concentrate most of their visits
to few frequently visited cells and PIs, i. e., to a very restricted area. For
example in Beijing, 43% and 40% of the visits are made to 1% of the
cells and PIs, respectively.
From the previous analysis, we see a strong repetitive tendency on
the human mobility, i. e., repetitively visit the same areas. To quanti-
tatively express how repetitively visited is a PI, a metric called Repet-
itiveness was conceived. The repetitiveness of a PI vi is based on the
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number of unique users (NUU) and total users (NTU) that visited it
as following:
re(vi) =
NTUvi −NUUvi
NTUvi
∗ 100 (1)
Figure 3.5(a) shows the CDF of the average repetitiveness for each
of the days the week in Beijing. This result shows that the majority
of the PIs present low repetitiveness and a minority has high repeti-
tiveness. Indeed, 23%, 30%, 30%, 13%, 23%, 30%, and 23% of the PIs
in London, San Francisco, New York, Tokyo, Moscow, Paris, and Bei-
jing present repetitiveness up to 50%. For the same cities, 47%, 58%,
56%, 26%, 56%, 55%, 55% of the PIs have up to 85% of repetitiveness.
Besides, for all cities ≈ 1% of the PIs are highly repetitively visited,
presenting more than 98% of repetitiveness. As the system model for
Mexico city does not contain PIs, we have calculate repetitiveness us-
ing the cellular network’s antennas. Figure 3.5(b) shows the CDF of
the average repetitiveness for each of the days the week in Mexico
considering cellular antennas instead of PIs. The results are similar
to counterpart results for PIs, majority of antennas are barely used,
while a very small amount of them is used several times by the same
subscriber. 6% of the antennas present up to 50% of repetitiveness,
90% have up to 85% of repetitiveness, and less than 1% of antennas
present more than 98% of repetitiveness. For all cities, the average
repetitiveness does not present significant differences between week-
days and weekends, 4.5%.
3.3.2 Displacement behavior
In order to evaluate how much space, i. e., the physical extent, users
cover on their mobility and how they travel on the space, we evaluate
the radius of gyration rg [41], maximum displacement, and the desire
lines of users’ trajectories. Radius of gyration is the linear size occu-
pied by each user’s trajectory up to time t and it is formally defined
as:
rug(t) =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
p=1
(−→r up −
−→r ucm)2 (2)
where −→r up represents all the trajectory points p = 1, . . . ,n of the
user u and −→r ucm = 1n
∑n
p=1
−→r up is the center of mass of the trajectory.
rug(t) captures thus how broadly the users travel as opposed to the ac-
tual distance traveled. In our results, the unit of the radius of gyration
is meters. During t all the trajectories of each user u are considered
in the calculation of rg, which is expected to grow with the growth
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Figure 4: (Better seen in colors) (a) Bin plot of the number of PIs per cell
distance in Beijing. (b) Total number of cells visited per user per
day of the week in Beijing. (c) L rank for cells in San Francisco and
Beijing.
of t. The following results analyse rg for different durations of time,
periods of the days, whole days and the 2 months of the dataset.
Figure 3.6(a) shows the CDFs of the radius of gyration per period
of the day on weekdays and weekends. On weekdays, the earliest pe-
riod of the day presents the smallest radius of gyration. That is coherent
with human routines, from 06:00 to 23:59 we perform more activities
and are more susceptible to displacement that covers a wider area.
Contrarily, from 00:00 to 05:59 people are more stationary performing at
most short trajectories and likely at home, sleeping, etc. Median radius of
gyration per user in the period from 00:00 to 05:59, is 92% shorter
than the radius of gyration from 06:00 to 11:59 in Beijing. Taking into
consideration all cities, except Mexico, the radius of gyration from
00:00 to 05:59, is 53% shorter than the radius of gyration from 06:00
to 11:59. For instance, the average radius of gyration is 759 meters in
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Figure 5: (Better seen in colors) Repetitiveness of PIs per days of the week
in (a) Beijing and (b) Mexico.
from 00:00 to 05:59 and about 10 km from 06:00 to 11:59 in Beijing.
Due to the sparsity of the Telco dataset, the radius of gyration tends
to be larger on Mexico than on the other cities. Therefore, we have
made a separate analysis for Mexico dataset on displacement aspects.
3.7(a) shows the radius of gyration for subscribers per period of the
day on weekdays and weekends in Mexico. Radius of gyration from
00:00 to 05:59, is 69% shorter than the radius of gyration from 06:00
to 11:59. For instance, the radius of gyration is 13.9 km from 00:00 to
05:59 and 46.4 km from 06:00 to 11:59.
Differently, on weekends the radius of gyration from 00:00 to 05:59
grows 49% in Mexico, 46% in New York, 6% in Tokyo, and 35% in
Beijing when compared to weekday. That is due to the nightlife activ-
ities which increase the late night mobility of the users. As a probable
consequence of the higher mobile behavior on weekends’ late nights, there is a
reduction on the average radius of gyration from 06:00 to 11:59 on weekends
when compared to same period on weekdays. For instance, it is 41, 2.5, 1.1,
and 4.6 km in Mexico, New York, Tokyo, and Beijing, which it is 12%,
20%, 49% and 53% less than on the same period on weekdays, respec-
tively. That is likely due to the people waking up later on weekends
than on weekdays.
Figure 3.6(b) depicts the CDFs of the radius of gyration per day
of the week in Beijing. On average, users tend to journey over a larger
area as the week passes by from Monday to Saturday, with the exception
of Sunday which has rg comparable to Monday. For instance in Beijing,
the radius of gyration on Monday, Wednesday and Friday is 1.6, 1.8
and 2.3 km, respectively. Considering all cities, except Mexico, it is
1.7, 1.8, and 2.2 km, for the same days, respectively. The radius of
gyration has the highest values on Friday and Saturday, the latter 2.9
km in Beijing and 2.8 km average considering all cities except Mexico.
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Due to the peak on Saturday, average radius of gyration is higher on
weekends than on weekdays, 1.9 and 2.5 km, respectively in Beijing
and 1.9 and 2.2 km for all cities. Figure 3.7(b) shows the same results
for Mexico. The behavior present on the GeoLife and OpenStreetMap
is also present on the Telco dataset, i. e., peak on Friday and Saturday,
69 and 71 km, respectively. Moreover, the average radius of gyration
grows as the week passes by.
Figure 3.6(c) shows the CDF of the final radius of gyration per
user in Beijing. The steady and constant increase on the CDF curve
shows that users are almost equally distributed by their radius of gyration.
To further analyze the radius of gyration, we have grouped users by
their final radius of gyration into four groups: rg 6 104, 104 < rg 6
105, 105 < rg 6 106, and rg > 106 meters. Figure 3.6(d) shows the
average radius of gyration for each of the groups up to the hour on
the x-axis. The confidence intervals are shown as shadows around the
curves. The saturation on the curves shows an upper bound for the
movement area on each of the groups. An interesting aspect is how
fast each of the groups reach (or approaches) their saturation values.
For instance, at the end of the first day, 69%, 17%, ≈ 1,% and ≈ 1% of
the final rg has been reached in the groups rg 6 104, 104 < rg 6 105,
105 < rg 6 106, and rg > 106, respectively. On one week, users on
the same groups have reached 88%, 40%, 35%, and 12% of their final
rg. It means that users which mobility is more confined tend to reach the
upper boundary of their movement proportionally faster than the ones who
journey over larger areas.
The concept of desire lines states that people tend to choose the
shortest-paths to arrive on their destinations. In order to verify that,
we have compared the length of each traveled leg against the length
of the corresponding shortest path considering the same initial and
final points of the original leg. Dividing the length of the original leg
by the length of the shortest path allows us measuring how longer
the path made by a person is from the shortest path. We have used
Google Directions API8 to compute the shortest path. The API re-
ceives the coordinates of both initial and final points and a travel mode,
i. e., transportation mode. Then, it returns the shortest path consider-
ing the restrictions imposed by the existing routes and obstacles in
the city for a specific transportation mode. Note that, we only have
considered transportation modes where people have decision control
of their paths. This excludes for example, buses, boats or trains.
Legs traveled by walk, run, and bike had their lengths divided by
their respective shortest paths computed while using the API in walk-
ing mode. Google Directions API indeed has a bicycling travel mode,
but at the moment, it does not contain routes in Beijing. Therefore, we
use bicycling mode when available in the evaluated cities. Legs trav-
8 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/directions
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Figure 6: (Better seen in colors) Radius of gyration for users per (a) period
of the day, (b) day of the week, (c) for all periods and days, and
(d) for all periods and days grouped by final radius of gyration in
Beijing.
eled by taxi, car, and motorcycle had their lengths divided by results
of the API in the driving mode.
Figure 3.8(a) shows the CDF of the ratio between the original legs
length and the shortest path, by transportation mode and period in
Beijing. It shows that the periods from 00:00 to 05:59, from 06:00 to
11:59, from 12:00 to 17:59, and from 18:00 to 23:59 present, respec-
tively, 36%, 62%, 52% and 74% of the legs measuring, at most, half
longer than the shortest path. For all other cities, the average percent-
ages for the same periods are 44%, 53%, 57%, and 73%, respectively.
That results show that on late night people tend to walk around not
directly going to their destination. Indeed, on late night people tend
to go for bars, night clubs and are more susceptible to create routes
that are way longer than the shortest ones. On the other hand, periods
representing early morning and early night show high percentage of
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Figure 7: (Better seen in colors) Radius of gyration for subscribers per (a)
period of the day and (b) day of the week in Mexico.
legs closest to the shortest one and describing how people go directly
to their destinations, e. g., work, home, etc. The period containing
the early afternoon hours present an intermediate percentage of legs
close to the shortest path. Indeed, this period mixes people walking
around careless about shortest paths (e.g, someone shopping, or look-
ing for restaurants), and people more concerned about their being on
time (e.g, people coming back from the lunchtime towards the work).
Moreover, it is possible to see that the length ratio changes in function
of the transportation mode. For instance, walk and taxi modes present
the trajectories that are closer to the shortest path. That is probably
due to the human capacity of being able to identify the trajectories,
mainly when one have the knowledge of the neighborhood, which is
the case of the participants of GeoLife experiment. Taxis tend to be
equipped with GPS-enable devices and route planning software in or-
der to find the addresses and the better (shorter in time and/or cost)
routes. We conclude that regardless of the transportation mode, people
tend to be oriented by the shortest paths.
We have also analyzed the length ratio grouped per weekdays
and weekends and per transportation mode. For Beijing, the median
length ratio is 1.1 and 1.3 on weekdays and weekends, respectively.
Those values are consistent for all cities, on average 1.1 and 1.2, re-
spectively. Additionally, on all cities, bike, car, taxi, and walk presented
median length ratio of 1.05, 1.07, 1.12, and 1.39 for weekdays and
1.06, 1.2, 1.33, and 1.72 for weekends, respectively. It shows that peo-
ple on our datasets were presenting more routes closer to the shortest ones
on weekdays than on weekends. That is interesting because it measures
a difference on people’s behavior on weekdays and weekends.
People’s mobility is generally confined. Even if people are not using
the shortest routes, they are at least not going far from their home
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location. To check how that premise occurs on our scenario, we have
measured how confined the trajectories are by their maximum dis-
placement. Maximum displacement is the distance between a trajec-
tory’s initial and farthest point (not necessarily the last point). Fig-
ure 3.8(b) presents the CDF of the maximum displacement for all tra-
jectories grouped by period of the day in Beijing. It shows that 90% of
the trajectories per period of the day have, at most, 10 km maximum displace-
ment in Beijing. Considering all cities, except Mexico, this values is 75%.
Similar findings are present on the analysis of maximum displace-
ment per day. For Mexico, the displacement is generally larger than 10
km due to the coarse-grained nature of the CDR dataset. Figure 3.8(c)
presents the maximum displacement per period of the day for Mex-
ico City. 57% of the trajectories per period of the day have, at most,
10 km. This value is lower than the other cities because of the sparsity
of the dataset. For instance, 75% of the trajectories have, at most, 35
km. Additionally, there is a significant difference between the maxi-
mum displacement from 00:00 to 05:59 to the other periods, which is
not observed nor on GeoLife neither on OpenStreetMap. This is due
to the difference between a fine-grained mobility and sparse mobility.
Generally, mobility is more frequent than calls from 00:00 to 05:59.
Figure 3.8(d) shows the CDF of the maximum displacement per
user per day of the week in Beijing. For example, the median maxi-
mum displacement from Sunday to Thursday ranges from 4.4 to 5.2
km, and it is higher on Friday and Saturday, 7.2 and 7.9 km, respec-
tively. This is a reoccurring behavior in all the cities. Median maxi-
mum displacement from Sunday to Thursday ranges from 6.3 to 6.9
km, and on Friday and Saturday, 7.1 and 7 km, respectively. This re-
sult shows that generally people do not move far away from their
starting point, and presents high confinement. This result reinforces
the findings for the radius of gyration. In fact, there is a 96% correlation
between users’ maximum displacement and radius of gyration.
3.3.3 Spatiotemporal behavior
People’s mobility and visiting behavior may reflect some of their
preferences and lifestyle. To better understand the visiting behavior
of people, we have classified the categories of our PIs (refer to Sec.
3.2.1.3) in 9 classes. This classification aims to group together, on the
same class, PIs whose categories carry similar meaning. For example,
class Education (which we will call Edu) groups together all PIs with
category “school”, “university”, and “library”. Similarly, the remain-
ing 95 categories were classified into more 8 classes. Table 4 describes
the classes and some of the categories they contain. Refer to Section
A.1 for the complete set of classes and their respective categories.
Figure 3.9(a) shows the amount of coverage time each of classes
provided per period of the day in Beijing. Among all classes, Food,
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Figure 8: (Better seen in colors) (a) CDF of the length ratio per transportation
mode grouped per period in Beijing. (b) Maximum displacement
per period in Beijing. (c) Maximum displacement per period in
Mexico. (d) Maximum displacement per day of the week in Beijing.
Shop, Trvl, and Rel present higher values on at least one period of
the day. From 00:00 to 05:59, PIs in the Food class presents the high-
est coverage, 30 minutes on average. On London, San Francisco, and
New York this period presents highest coverage for class NL, which is
understandable due to the night-life related activities in those cities.
From 06:00 to 11:59, Shop, Food and Trvl have the highest amount of
coverage time, 115, 61, and 51 minutes, respectively. That is proba-
bly due to the shopping and breakfast-related PIs before using the
transportation to work or study-related places. Similarly, from 12:00
to 17:59, the order of the classes with the highest coverage is the same:
Shop, Food and Trvl, 211, 100, and 64 minutes, respectively. All other
cities present mostly similar results from 12:00 to 17:59, with the in-
clusion of Srvc class being significant together with Shop and Food,
they are among the top 4 classes that more provide coverage. This is
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probably related to lunch and transportation back home. Differently,
from 18:00 to 23:59, Rel class in Beijing shows the highest coverage
time, 93 minutes, with large confidence interval. It is still unclear
why the average coverage time for Rel is the highest in this period,
but the large confidence interval is due to the few occurrences of this
class. It might be the case that few users share a particular religious
ceremony during night time. This period is not similar with any of
the other cities we have evaluated and it is likely result from local
circumstances. Aside from that, from 18:00 to 23:59 Shop and NL have
50 and 30 minutes of coverage time, respectively. For all other cities,
those two classes are among the top 3 that most provided coverage in
this period.
Figure 3.9(b) presents further investigation for the coverage time
per points’ of interest class. It shows the same data presented on Fig-
ure 3.9(a) grouped by weekdays and weekends instead of periods in
Beijing. It is possible to see a significant difference between the cov-
erage time on weekdays and weekends for Shop class. For instance,
on average, it is 87 minutes on weekdays and 323 on weekends. On
weekends, people normally have more time to spend on shopping ar-
eas than on weekdays and that is the probable cause of this difference.
However, this aspect depends on the opening hours during weekends,
e. g., Shop class in Paris class has, on average, 404 minutes of cover-
age on weekdays and 137 during weekends. Paris during weekends
has a very limited number of venues opened compared to weekdays.
Similarly, Food class has higher average coverage time on weekends
than on weekdays in Beijing. On metropolitan areas, shopping malls tend
to concentrate food- and shopping-related venues, which it is likely the rea-
son behind those two classes having high coverage time both on weekdays
and weekends. Furthermore, NL has 22%, 40%, and 8% higher cover-
age time on weekends than on weekdays for New York, Tokyo and
Beijing, respectively, which is expected due to people having more
time to spend on night life-related venues than on weekdays.
To further comprehend how people together explore the city on
a spatiotemporal fashion, we use Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation
index [77] on snapshots of time. Spatial autocorrelation evaluates the
correlation of variables among nearby locations in space and Moran’s
I can be defined as:
I =
N∑
i
∑
jwij
∑
i
∑
jwij(Xi − X̄)(Xj − X̄)∑
i(Xi − X̄)
2
, (3)
where N is the number of locations, X is the studied random vari-
able, X̄ is the mean of X, and wij is the weight between Xi and Xj.
When I > 0 there is positive autocorrelation and when I < 0 nega-
tive autocorrelation. We aim to calculate the correlation between the
number of people that visits a cell and its surrounding cells with the
time. Therefore, in our context, N is the number of cells whose the
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Table 4: Classes and some of their categories
Class Abbr. Categories
Arts & Entertainment A/E aquarium, casino, etc.
Education Edu school, university, etc.
Food Food cafe, restaurant, etc.
Religion Rel church, mosque, etc.
Outdoor & Sports O/S gym, stadium, etc.
Night Life NL bar and night club
Shopping Shop book store, shopping mall, etc.
Travel Trvl bus station, subway station, etc.
Services Srvc atm, dentist, doctor, etc.
city was divided into, X is a cell, wij is the inverse of the distance
between cell centers, Xi is the number of people in cell i, and X̄ is
the mean of people that visited all cells. To aggregate the temporal as-
pect on the spatial correlation, we calculate I on snapshots of 1 hour,
i. e., we sum up the number of people that visited all the cells during
one hour and calculate I. Figure 3.9(c) shows the hourly Moran’s I
for the number of users per cell during one week, from 10th to 16th
November, 2008 in Beijing and for the number of subscribers per an-
tenna in Mexico. In order to remove noise in the plot curves, it has
been smoothed with a sliding window of size 4 hours applying the
average. It is interesting to see the periodical behavior that matches
with the diurnal activities on both cities. It means that people tend
to crowd some popular areas and its neighborhoods on certain hours
of the day. It is particularly true around lunch time on metropoli-
tan areas when people go to common areas of restaurants. Moreover,
the right end of the curve represents the weekend on both curves, in
which the autocorrelation is higher for Beijing and slightly lower on
Mexico. The difference lays in the nature of both datasets. First, Mex-
ico dataset has slightly less users making calls during weekends, i.e.,
there are less people sharing the antennas, thus spatiotemporal corre-
lation is lower than on weekdays. On the other hand, on a mobility
dataset as GeoLife, people increase their mobility during weekends,
and, as consequence they gather on common leisure areas more than
weekdays.
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Figure 9: (Better seen in colors) Coverage time provided by each of the PIs
class per (a) period of the day and (b) per weekday and weekends
in Beijing. (c) Hourly Moran’s I for the number of users on the
cells (Beijing) and connected to the antennas (Mexico).
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3.4 conclusions
In this chapter we have made an extensive analysis of human mobil-
ity on several cities in order to unveil common aspects present in the
human mobility. Section 3.2.1 presented our system model, which uni-
fies different datasets into a common representation of urban scenario.
Then, Section 3.3.1 presented analysis on the visiting patterns to PIs.
Results unveiled a clear repetitivity on people’s visiting behavior. Ad-
ditionally, we have proposed a metric to measure how repetitive are
the visits of people to PIs. Next, in Section 3.3.2 we have evaluated
displacement in people’s trajectories. Two are the main conclusions,
people have a tendency to use shortest-path when moving around
and the mobility is confined, i. e., displacement is generally limited
to 10 km. Finally, in Section 3.3.3 we have zoomed out from the per-
user analysis to a spatial autocorrelation. It shows that the regular
patterns in the human mobility are not restricted to the scale of the
dataset, GeoLife and Telco datasets are orders of magnitude distant
on the number of users. Moreover, they represent mobility in different
ways and in different granularities. Still, their spatial autocorrelation
shows the routinary regular behavior. In the following chapter we
investigate how routinary aspect is present on the traffic behavior.
4
C O N T E N T A N A LY S I S
“Men’s natures are alike; it is their habits that separate them.”
— Confucius
4.1 introduction
Smartphone devices provide today the best means of gathering users
information about content consumption behavior on a large scale. In
this context, the literature is rich in work studying and modeling
users mobility, but little is publicly known about users content con-
sumption patterns. The understanding of users’ mobile data traffic de-
mands is of fundamental importance when looking for solutions to
manage the recent boost up of mobile data usage [4, 78, 54] and to
improve the quality of communication service provided, favoring the
proliferation of pervasive communication. Hence, the definition of a
usage pattern can allow telecommunication operators to better forseen
future demanded traffic and consequently, to better (1) deploy data
offloading hotspots or (2) timely plan network resources allocation
and then, set subscription plans.
Contrarily to most related work in the literature modeling call traf-
fic using CDRs, we characterize and model real mobile data traffic
demands generated by smartphone subscribers. Although convenient
and of frequent consideration, call records only provide an intuition
of users activity in the network: voice calls and SMS. In addition, due
to its sparsity in time [44], subscribers behavior in terms of call shows
strong variations with time and day of the week [54]: a different be-
havior is found when data traffic is considered. Finally, call traffic
does not describe the background traffic load automatically gener-
ated by current smartphone applications (e. g., email checks, synchro-
nization). We thus claim that, since smartphones are now used more
for data than for calls [79], the use of call records for investigating
traffic demands is not enough for dimensioning network usages.
Our first contribution in this chapter is to profile urban mobile data
traffic. For this, we perform a precise characterization of individual sub-
scribers’ traffic behavior clustered by their usage patterns, instead of a
network-wide data traffic view [62, 57, 64]. Note that the high dy-
namic behavior of individual subscribers (in terms of traffic demands
and in time) and the use of large scale datasets make this task com-
plex. In addition, for the purpose of quality of service testing of new
applications, infrastructures, or network mechanisms, one needs a
traffic generator that is capable of generating realistic synthetic traffic
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that “looks like” traffic found on an actual network. In this context,
our second contribution is to provide a way for synthetically, still consis-
tently, reproducing usage patterns of mobile subscribers – the first work in
the literature to do so, to the best of our knowledge. The implications
of this work are diverse, in particular, in resource allocation planning
and testing, or hotspot deployment. When it comes to legal issues, it
is also worth mentioning the unconstrained utility of the generated
synthetic datasets in practice: synthetic datasets bring no privacy is-
sues to subscribers, and may be used by any entity willing to perform
realistic network simulations.
Our study is performed on an anonymized dataset collected at the
core of a major 3G network of Mexico’s capital (Section 4.2). The
dataset spans 4 months from July to October 2013 and consists of
all data traffic associated with 6.8 million subscribers. The dataset de-
scribes detailed information on the volume and frequency of any data
traffic generated by smartphone subscribers. This includes any up-
loaded and downloaded data traffic, i. e., not only browsing or SMS
traffic, but traffic automatically generated by applications are also in-
cluded. This represents an order of thousands of Terabytes exchanged
in the biggest city of Mexico. Moreover, the dataset provides informa-
tion about age and gender for more than half million subscribers.
We focus on the temporal dynamics of individual subscriber’s us-
age pattern. Thus, we first analyse their traffic usage habits as a func-
tion of time, age, and gender (Section 4.2). We observe identical us-
age patterns on different days. This motivates us to choose one day
for studying the subscribers’ usage pattern (i. e., “when” and “how
much” traffic is generated) in detail. Then, in order to be able to
consistently analyse the usage heterogeneity of a larger number of
subscribers, we classify them into six distinct profiles according to
their usage pattern (Section 4.3). We finally model the usage pattern
of these six subscriber profiles according to two different journey pe-
riods: peak and non-peak hours. Using a sample and numerous statis-
tical tools, we show the effectiveness of our traffic modeling, which is
capable of consistently imitating different subscribers profiles in two
journey periods, when compared to the original traffic dataset (Sec-
tion 4.4). Our main outcome is a synthetic measurement-based mobile
data traffic generator, capable of imitating traffic-related activity patterns of
six different categories of subscribers, during two time periods of a routinary
normal day in their lives. We discuss implications of our contributions
in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes this chaper. In this chap-
ter, the words user and subscriber will be used interchangeably.
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4.2 dataset
The final goal of our work is a measurement-driven traffic modeling.
The traffic modeling is performed after several measurement-driven
analysis of an anonymized dataset provided by a major cellular op-
erator in Mexico. This dataset captures subscribers’ traffic activities
generated by 6.8 million smartphone devices located within the large
urban area of Mexico city. The data includes information about sub-
scribers’ sessions that took place from 1st July to 31st October, 2013.
It is important to highlight the concept of a session in our work. In
the 3G standards, 3GPP or 3GPP2, a session is created when the ra-
dio channel is allocated to a subscriber as soon as he has data to be
sent. Radio channel might be seen generically as a radio resource,
e. g., time slot, code, or frequency. The session is finished by the net-
work after a period of dormancy presented by the subscriber, which
is configurable and typically set from 5 to 30 seconds [80]. The stud-
ied dataset contains more than 1 billion sessions and each of them has
the following information fields: (1) amount of upload and download
volumes (in KiloBytes) during the session; (2) session duration in sec-
onds; and (3) timestamp indicating when the session starts.
Furthermore, due to a special characteristic of this dataset, informa-
tion about age and gender is available for 548,000 subscribers. This
allows us to investigate the interesting relation between users’ age,
gender, and network traffic demands, which can be used by telecom-
munication operators to better set subscription plans.
Due to the routinary behavior of people [78] and the large scale
dataset, it suffices to study a subset of the whole dataset in order to
capture the daily behavior of subscribers. Indeed, our analysis shows
that there is low variability on subscribers’ activity among the same
hours on different days. Therefore, we have selected one week to
more deeply assess the subscribers’ behavior. The studied week spans
from 25th August to 31st August 2013 and contains information of
about 2.8 million smartphone devices (the highest number of devices
among the dataset weeks) and activity that totalizes 104 million ses-
sions. This week has no special days or holidays and it is out of the
Mexican preferred vacation period, which spans from early July to
mid-August. From the data contained in this week, we have seen an
enormous frequency of outliers on the first hour of all days, likely
generated by the probe when the data collection was done. There-
fore, we have discarded data from midnight to 1am of all days in the
following analysis. This does not affect our methodology since it is
indifferent to the amount of valid hours that the dataset provides.
Selecting a subset of one week allows us to better assess the sub-
scribers’ behavior but it is important to emphasize that we will use
the whole dataset later to evaluate our mobile traffic generator. More-
over, contrarily to datasets only describing CDRs, the richness of the
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considered dataset allows us to study and to model detailed and re-
alistic data traffic demands over time.
In the following, we study the behavior of mobile subscribers in
terms of traffic they generate. The analysis are performed accord-
ing to four main traffic parameters: number of sessions, inter-arrival
time (referred as IAT, the difference between the arrival timestamps
of subsequent sessions of the same subscriber), session duration, and
volume of traffic.
4.2.1 Traffic dynamics
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Figure 10: (a) Number of subscribers and sessions on the whole dataset. (b)
Number of subscribers per day generating traffic. (c) CDF of num-
ber of days in which subscribers generate traffic. (d) CDF of num-
ber of hours in which subscribers generate traffic per day during
the week.
Figure 4.10(a) shows the total number of subscribers and the total
number of sessions from the whole dataset. As expected, the number
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of subscribers and number of sessions are highly correlated. It is possible
to see a similarity on the shape of the curves for both parameters.
Indeed, Spearman’s correlation between number of users and number
of sessions is 98%.
In Figure 4.10(b), we present the number of subscribers that gen-
erated traffic on each of the days throughout the selected week (re-
call that the selected week is 25th August to 31st August 2013). The
day-wise number of active subscribers is essentially decreasing as the week
progresses. The difference between the weekdays and the weekend in
terms of active subscribers is considerable; the highest difference is
10% which is obtained by comparing Tuesday with Saturday. As ex-
pected, on average, the number of active subscribers are higher during the
weekdays than during the weekend (also observed in [81]). In the studied
week, this average difference is 5%.
Figure 4.10(c) shows the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function)
of the number of active days of the subscribers within the week (a
subscriber is said to be active on some day if she generates some
traffic on that day).
It is interesting to see that 22% of the subscribers generated traffic on
all days, while 29% of the subscribers generated traffic only on one day of
the week. Also, 53% of the subscribers generated traffic on three or
less days during the week. Similar percentages were measured from
a different dataset and reported in [81].
Similarly, in Figure 4.10(d), we show the CDF of the average num-
ber of active hours of the subscribers per day. We see that most of
subscribers generate traffic on few hours during the day. Indeed, on an av-
erage 80% of the subscribers generate traffic for up to 4 hours each
day. If we consider a longer period, e. g., for up to 6 hours, the number
of such subscribers reaches 90%.
Figure 4.11(d) shows the total number of sessions per user per day
of the week. There is a slightly less amount of sessions per user during
weekends and a general similarity between the cumulative values for all
days. For instance, considering users with up to 10 sessions per day,
the difference between the number of sessions per user on weekdays
and weekends is 4%, and 0.1% considering up to 100 sessions per day.
Figure 4.11(a) presents the CDF of session duration per subscriber
during the week. We see a median usage of 63 seconds of session and a
significant variation in the duration length of sessions. Interestingly, most
of the sessions present short duration and few subscribers (less than
1%) use more than 6 hours of session during the week. In particular,
the duration of 58% of the sessions is at most 100 seconds, while
90% of the sessions lasts for up to 15 minutes (similar behavior was
reported in [81]).
Figure 4.11(b) shows the CDFs of the average upload and download
volumes of traffic generated per session. Observe that both the upload
and download CDFs are similar: e. g., 35% and 38% of the sessions,
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Figure 11: (a) CDF of session duration in seconds per subscriber during the
week. (b) CDF and (c) bin plot of the upload and download vol-
ume during the week. (d) Number of session per subscriber per
day of the week.
respectively, present upload and download volume of up to 1 MB. On
the other hand, 6% and 13% of the sessions present more than 100 MB
for uploaded and downloaded volume, respectively. We observe that
the median traffic load generated by typical subscribers is not significant
while there are a small number of “heavy hitters” that consume a significant
amount of network resources.
Figure 4.11(c) shows the hexagonal bin plot [76] of uploaded and
downloaded volumes per session during the week. The intensity of
a bin represents the frequency of sessions that generated upload and
download volumes laying within the bin. The hexagonal bin plot reveals
an uphill pattern from left to right, indicating a positive linear relationship
between the per-session uploaded and downloaded volumes. That is, if the
amount of downloaded traffic is higher in a session, we can expect the
uploaded volume to be higher as well. Indeed, the Spearman’s corre-
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lation coefficient between per-session upload and download traffic
is 88%. We also observe two groups of bins forming straight lines,
one close to each of the axis. Bins close to the x-axis are due to ses-
sions that present a small upload volume, e. g., around 1 KB, and
significantly higher amount of download. Those are likely sessions
in which subscribers use streaming media sites, e. g., Youtube, that
typically use Real Time Protocol (RTP). RTP does not require the sub-
scribers’ device to generate confirmation packets, which justifies the
small amount of uploaded volume. On the other hand, bins close
to the y-axis represent sessions with small amount of download and
comparably higher amount of upload. That is probably due to upload
of media formats, e. g., photos on Facebook or videos on Youtube.
Owing to the high correlation between the upload and download volumes,
in our evaluation and traffic modeling, we take into consideration the total
volume per session, i. e., the sum of the upload and download volumes during
the session.
4.2.2 Temporal dynamics
It is common knowledge that some hours tend to be more active than
others when it comes to users routinary daily activities. In this con-
text, peak hours present high frequency of requests and volume of
traffic, while non-peak hours present less traffic demands and vol-
ume. Indeed, Figures 4.12(a), 4.12(b) and 4.12(c) show three param-
eters and their hourly dynamics during the week. Two features are
important to highlight: First, there is a repetitive behavior during different
days at the same hours. Second, there are peak and non-peak hours when it
comes to subscribers’ traffic demands. In the following, we discuss these
features and measure how repetitive their behavior is. We further de-
velop the idea of peak and non-peak hours for the users’ activity in
our traffic model.
Figure 4.12(a) shows the average number of sessions per subscriber
on each hour during the studied week. The results show a clear gap
on the average number of sessions from 4am to 8am. On the end of
late night and beginning of the day subscribers tend to perform less sessions.
This is consistent with diurnal human activity patterns. The number
of sessions generated from 4am to 8am is 10% less when compared
with that generated during the rest of the day. Furthermore, the total
number of sessions from 9am to 3am is 47% higher than from 4am to
8am. Such behavior repeats over all days of the week.
Figure 4.12(b) shows the upload and download session volumes
per user during the week. Similar to the number of sessions behavior
(Figure 4.12(a)), it is possible to see both: the gap between 4am to 8am and
the day-wise similarity.
Figure 4.12(c) shows the inter-arrival time (IAT) of subsequent ses-
sions of the same subscriber. The high IAT shown from 4am to 8am
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Figure 12: (a) Average number of sessions per user during the week. (b)
Volume of traffic for upload and download during the week. (c)
Inter-arrival time per subscriber during the week. (d) Relative
Standard Deviation per parameter.
is a complementary behavior to the low average number of sessions
on the same hours present in Figure 4.12(a). This is expected and due
to the fact that longer inter-arrival times results in less number of sessions
on average.
In summary, these last three results show a high day-wise similar-
ity on number of sessions, volume of traffic, and inter-arrival time traffic
parameters. Indeed, all traffic parameters have similar per-hour values on
different days, even comparing weekdays and weekends. We measure the
day-wise variability on subscribers’ behavior using the Relative Stan-
dard Deviation (RSD). RSD is the absolute value of the coefficient of
variation (CV), which is defined as the ratio of the standard devia-
tion σ to the mean µ. Figure 4.12(d) shows the per-parameter average
RSD, which considers the hour-wise variation from all 7 days during
Mexican working hours (i. e., from 8am to 6pm). It is calculated us-
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ing the values of the parameters of the same hours for all the days,
e. g., the RSD for the number of sessions at 10 a.m. among all days
is 2.08%. It is possible to see that the maximum variability is small
for all parameters: 3.4% for number of sessions, 1.9% for inter-arrival
time, 10.3% and 9.9% for upload and download volumes, respectively.
In order to show that the variability within the day is higher than the
variability among the same hours on different days, we have calcu-
lated the maximum RSD of each parameter on all hours of each day.
For instance, the variability for the uploaded volume on all hours on
Friday is 12.7%. The results shows that, on average, 4% for number
of sessions, 2% for inter-arrival time, 16% and 15% for upload and
download volumes, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that, on
the studied dataset, the parameters from the same hours on different days
present less variability than the parameters within the same day on different
hours.
Contrarily to our findings, previous related studies considering
phone records (or CDRs) [54] show that subscribers behavior in terms
of call traffic have strong variation with time and day of the week. In-
stead, our results show the consideration of real data traffic (instead
of call traffic) (1) reveal a different facet of subscribers behavior and
(2) stress the imprecisions brought by CDRs analysis to the resource
allocation planning.
The similarity of the temporal activity patterns among different
days of the week is due to people’s natural routinary behavior. There-
fore, we select one day (28th August 2013, a Wednesday) of the week to
perform our extensive per-hour analysis and distinguish users profiles.
4.2.3 Age and gender dynamics
Among the 2.8 million subscribers in the week mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, a subset of 548 thousand of them present personal infor-
mation regarding age and gender. All analysis in this section refer to
this subset of users. Thus, to better understand how age and gender
impacts traffic demands, hereafter, we present our analysis on the
traffic parameters when considering these new social information.
As any study considering social aspects of participating entities, it
is important to understand in which cultural context the measure-
ments are made. Similarly to many Latin American countries, Mex-
ican culture presents gender wage gap that disfavours women [82].
Consequently, having less purchasing power the Mexican women con-
sume less goods. As a probable consequence, from almost half million
users of the considered dataset, 56% are men and 44% are women.
Figure 4.13(a) depicts the population pyramid grouped by age and
gender. This graphic shows the frequency of age and genders’ occur-
rences with females shown on the left and males on the right. Regard-
less of the gender, it is possible to see a higher number of subscribers with
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age range from 25 to 34 years old. Indeed, 33% of the subscribers fall in
this range.
To ease the understanding of the per-age behavior, we have defined
4 age ranges: [15, 24], [25, 34], [35, 49] and [50, 85], i. e., users younger
than 25, from 25 to 34, from 35 to 49, and over 50 years old. Users
younger than 15 and older than 85 years old were removed from
the trace. In effect, the small amount of users in those two groups
make it difficult to draw any statistical conclusion about them. Fig-
ure 4.13(b) shows the percentage of subscribers grouped by gender
and age ranges. It is possible to see a higher percentual of male (and
consequently less female) users in all age ranges. An interesting as-
pect of this graphic is the increasing gap between the genders as the
age range progresses. To undercover this aspect we have plotted Fig-
ure 4.13(c). It shows the percentage of users per age and gender. It
is interesting to see that the gap increases with increasing age. The
Spearman’s correlation between age and age percentage per gender is
87% per male and, consequently, -87% per female, i. e., in our dataset
the male participation percentually increases as the user age increases. Con-
versely, the female participation decreases with the increase of the age.
Figure 4.13(d) shows the percentage of active users per age and
day. An interesting aspect in this graphic is shown for Saturday and
Sunday, that have different age range activities when compared to
the rest of the days of the week: The absence of the gap present on
weekdays from 4 am to 8 am for users within the [25, 34] range, i. e.,
an activity growth for subscribers from 25 to 34 years old. This is
probably due to the nightly activities that usually attracts younger
people on weekends, e. g., bars and night clubs.
Figure 4.14(a) shows the frequency of the number of sessions per-
formed by the subscribers grouped by their ages in all days of the
week. In order to improve its visualisation, it does not display the
few occurrences in which the number of sessions surpassed 500. Still,
it depicts 99.99% of the data related to subscribers’ number of ses-
sions. Similar to the day-wise similarity presented in Section 4.2.2,
this graphic shows that the age-wise number of sessions is similar
on different days of the studied week. Regardless of the age, most of
users present low and similar number of sessions per day (see Figure
4.11(d)). Briefly, per age behavior shows that younger subscribers tend to
have peak number of sessions that are higher than older subscribers.
Figure 4.14(b) better shows the decreasing behavior of the traffic
parameters with the increase of the age regardless of the gender. It
depicts the mean of four traffic parameters by user grouped per age
and gender. As there are few users older than 70 years old, their mean
values tends to be noisy. If we consider users up to 70 years old,
there is a high negative correlation between age and each of traffic
parameters for males and females, respectively, -96% and -95% with
volume of traffic, -85% and -71% with number of sessions and -63%
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Figure 13: (Better seen in colors) (a) Population pyramid grouped by age
and gender. (b) Subscribers by gender per age ranges. (c) Percent-
age of active users by age. (d) Percentage of active users by age
range.
and -78% with session duration. It means that as the age grows, the
value of each of those traffic parameters decrease. Except from the
inter-arrival time, there is a clear gap between the maximum and the
minimum values for each of the parameters from younger to older
subscribers, mainly regarding the total volume of traffic. In order to
measure this difference, we have calculated the fraction of the traffic
parameters from the oldest age range divided by the youngest one.
Indeed, users from the youngest age range generate, on average, 52% more
traffic volume, 21% more sessions, 12% longer sessions with the same inter-
arrival time. Generally speaking, in our dataset users’ network activity
tend to decrease with the increase of their age. Our analysis also show
the same decreasing activity when subscribers are grouped by their
genders, i. e., it is related to the age of the subscribers and not a behavior of
a specific gender.
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Figure 4.14(c) and 4.14(d) show the CDF of number of sessions and
CDF of session duration, respectively, grouped by age range and sub-
scribers’ gender. As already discussed, the mean network demands is
higher for younger users than for older users. Grouping users by age
range diminishes this gap when compared to the per-age analysis, but
allows us to see the cumulative differences. For both genders, (1) 80%
of the subscribers of the oldest age range and 76% of the youngest age
range generate up to 10 sessions during the day and (2) 48% of the
subscribers of the oldest age range and 43% of the youngest age range
generate sessions up to 15 minutes during the day. In summary, our
analysis shows that similar number of sessions and session duration results
are seen when users are grouped by age range, irrespective of the subscribers
gender.
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Figure 14: (Better seen in colors) (a) Frequency of sessions per age and day.
(b) Mean metrics per age and gender. (c) CDF of the number of
sessions per age range and gender. (d) CDF of the session dura-
tion per age and gender.
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4.3 subscriber profiling methodology
Although having their own repeated routine, human behavior in terms
of content demand is highly heterogeneous, as many other human
activities. While some subscribers rarely generate mobile data traffic,
others demand a few or even a large amount of gigabytes each day.
To analyse such different levels of activity, we group subscribers into
a limited number of profiles. The profiles are defined according to
two traffic parameters, i. e., traffic demands (i. e., volume of traffic)
and activity behavior (i. e., number of sessions). Such parameters are
extracted from a sample set of the considered dataset describing sub-
scribers’ traffic demands. The profile definition is performed in three
phases. First, the similarity metric between all pairs of subscribers on
a subscribers’ sample set is measured according to the two traffic pa-
rameters. Second, subscribers are clustered by their similarity into a
limited number of clusters, also representing profiles. The third phase
allows to classify the remaining additional subscribers of the dataset
into the previously defined profiles. This profiling procedure results
in typologies of subscribers based on their traffic dynamics. These
different phases are detailed in the remainder of this section.
4.3.1 Similarity computation
Although we later evaluate our methodologies for a day within the
week, our development in this section can hold in general for any
time interval D chosen from the week. For a given time interval D,
let S be the set of all subscribers that generate some traffic during
D, and S′ ⊆ S be a randomly selected sample of subscribers from S.
Our objective is to partition the subscribers in S′ into a set of clusters
P, such that subscribers belonging to the same cluster are “similar”
in terms of traffic demands. We use Euclidean distance to measure
the similarity between two subscribers [83]. We then classify the re-
maining users in S (i. e., S − S′) into various clusters in P. In this
work, we develop a similarity comparison according to volume of traf-
fic and number of sessions. These traffic parameters allow us to make
a comparison between two different subscribers behavior and will be
considered at the clustering and classification procedures (discussed
in the next section).
Each subscriber i can be effectively represented by the sequence of
sessions generated by i. Let tik denote the time instant at which the k-
th session of subscriber i begins. Let vik be the volume of traffic (both
upload and download) generated by subscriber i during the k-th ses-
sion. However, this very fine grained representation of a subscriber
is costly in terms of memory and processing time required. To over-
come this drawback, we divide D into time slots of length T . Thus,
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there are DT number of time slots. The notion of time slots allow us to
collect together all sessions occurring within t.
For subscriber i ∈ S′, let τit denote the set of all sessions starting
within time slot t, i. e., τit = {k : (t− 1)T 6 t
i
k 6 tT }. Now, the volume
of traffic generated by subscriber i, in time slot t, is given by
Vit =
∑
k∈τit
vik. (4)
Similarly, the number of sessions generated by subscriber i in time
slot t can be written as
Nit =
∑
k
I(k ∈ τit), (5)
where I(k ∈ τit) = 1 if k ∈ τit; 0 otherwise. Thus, to obtain Nit we
simply count the sessions of subscriber i that begin inside time slot t.
Using the above expressions, it is now easy to obtain the total vol-
ume and the total number of sessions generated by subscriber i dur-
ing D: ϑi =
∑
t∈D V
i
t and η
i =
∑
t∈DN
i
t. Finally, we define the traffic
volume similarity between two subscribers i and j as the difference
between the total volumes generated by these users, i. e.,
wϑij = ‖ϑi − ϑj‖. (6)
The number of sessions similarity can be similarly defined:
w
η
ij = ‖η
i − ηj‖. (7)
Using the subscribers in S′ as the vertices, and using either wϑi,j
or wηi,j as the edge weights, we obtain a complete graph G(S
′, E),
which is given as input to our clustering algorithm to obtain different
clusters in P. The remaining users (i. e., S− S′) are then classified into
the previous defined clusters.
4.3.2 Subscriber clustering and classification
Instead of a-priori fixing a value for the number of profiles (i. e., clus-
ters) |P|, our goal is to obtain from the data, how many profiles are
needed to best represent the subscribers’ traffic activities. For this
purpose, we use an hierarchical clustering algorithm that iteratively
aggregates vertices from the similarity graph G(S′, E) into larger clus-
ters, according to a dendogram structure [84]. The hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm we choose is the Average Linkage clustering method,
also known as Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean
(UPGMA) [84].
Recall we first group a sample set of |S′| subscribers into |P| clus-
ters. Then, we classify the remaining |S− S′| subscribers into P. Thus,
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UPGMA starts by first considering each vertex of the given graph
G(S′, E) as a cluster (i. e., singleton clusters). At each iteration, it com-
putes the distance (using the edge weights between vertices given by
Eq. (6) or Eq. (7)) between all pairs of clusters, and then merges the
closest two clusters. In our context, it merges together the two clus-
ters that are more similar in terms of traffic demands. If the algorithm
is not stopped, it finally simply yields a single cluster containing all
the vertices.
Thus, it is important to find where UPGMA should stop its merg-
ing process, yielding the best number of clusters, i. e., the best sepa-
ration among the groups of usage pattern from subscribers. To that end,
we use several stopping rules (or stopping criteria). A stopping rule,
during each iteration of the hierarchical clustering algorithm (or each
level of the dendogram), gives a measure of how well separated the
clusters are, based on which one can decide the best number of clus-
ters to use.
In the literature, there are several stopping rules [85]. Contrarily to
related works that have implemented and applied very few of them
[81] and in order to avoid to be biased by a specific criteria, we have
implemented and used 23 stopping rules, namely Ball-Hall, Beale,
Cubic Clustering Criterion, Calinski-Harabasz, C-index, DB, Duda,
Dunn, Frey, Friedman, Hartigan, Krzanowski-Lai, Marriot, McClain-
Rao, Pseudot2, Ratkowsky-Lance, Rubin, Scott-Symons, SDbw, SD,
Silhouette, TraceW, TraceCovW [85, 86, 87, 83, 88, 89].
For the sake of illustration, we will briefly describe the C-Index [85]
stopping rule here. C-Index is defined as C = (S− Smin)/(Smax −
Smin), where: (1) S is the sum of all distances between pairs of users
in the same cluster over all clusters, (2) Smin and Smax are the sum
of the smallest and the largest distances respectively, for all pairs
of users, over all clusters. In our context, it compares the distances
among the considered traffic parameters. According to C-Index, the
lower the value of the index, the better the clustering. In this way, the
number of profiles producing the lowest C-Index value is the one that
grants the best separation among clusters.
Figure 4.15(a) shows the C-Index index values as a function of the
number of clusters, when number of sessions similarity is considered
at the distance computation between pairs of users. C-Index consid-
ers choosing the best number of clusters based on its minimum in-
dex value. Thus, the best number of clusters is 2 according to Figure
4.15(a).
Similarly, each other 21 implemented stopping rules listed above
define their best number of clusters to be used. In Figure 4.15(b), we
present the frequency of the best number of clusters, while profiling
subscribers using traffic volume similarity. It condensates in a his-
togram the result of the 23 stopping rules. It shows that 8 stopping
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rules recommend 3 as the best profiles, when clustering subscribers
by their traffic volumes.
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Figure 15: (a) C-Index values and respective number of clusters when re-
clustering subscribers at the 3rd defined “traffic-volume”-based
cluster, according to the number of sessions similarity. (b) His-
togram of best number of “traffic-volume”-based clusters indi-
cated by the assessed stopping rules. (c) Histogram of best num-
ber of “number of sessions”-based clusters indicated, when re-
clustering subscribers at the 2nd defined “traffic-volume”-based
cluster.
Profiling occurs then in four stages: (1) building a similarity graph
with |S′| subscribers, (2) hierarchically clustering it using a similarity
metric, (3) determining the best number of clusters |P|, i. e., profiles
relying on the stopping rules, and (4) classifying |S − S′| remaining
unclassified subscribers in the previous defined clusters.
In the fourth stage, we use the k-means algorithm as the classification
technique. It is worth mentioning, we calculate the clusters centroids
(means) obtained from the hierarchical clusters and use them on the
first iteration of the k-means algorithm. This is an important informa-
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tion because the centroids obtained from the hierarchical clustering
algorithm are likely to be better positioned than the k-means orig-
inally bootstrapped initial centroids, which are based on randomly
selected positions.
These four stages are performed in two rounds. In the first round,
the graph G(S′, E) weighted according to the traffic volume similar-
ity (Eq. (6)) is used at the hierarchical clustering. The best number
of “traffic volume”-based clusters is then determined: according to
the results shown in Figure 4.15(b), |P| = 3 weighted subgraphs
{G1(S
′
1, E),G2(S′2, E)},G3(S′3, E)} are created. At the end of the first
round, the final classification of |S − S′| subscribers takes place. The
next execution round initiates with a new hierarchical clustering be-
ing performed inside each initially defined “traffic volume”-based
cluster. This time G1, G2 and G3 are weighted according to the num-
ber of sessions similarity (Eq. (7)). Finally, for each of these three initial
clusters, two “number of sessions”-based clusters are defined after
the second round of stopping rules execution (e. g., Figure 4.15(c)),
totalizing six subscribers profiles. Due to space constraints, we will
not show all stopping rules results. The second round ends with the
classification of the remaining |S− S′| subscribers into the six defined
profiles. Next section better details our subscriber profiling.
4.3.3 Subscriber profiles
To obtain the profiles for our dataset, we set D as 27th of August,
which contains information of about 1.5 million smartphone devices,
and randomly sampled 10000 subscribers (thus, |S′| = 10000 to be
used in the clustering procedure). D is a normal day with no special
event or holiday and we divide it into time slots of duration T . Time
slots help to understand the general behavior of a certain period of
time in D. Higher the number of time slots, shorter is their duration
and vice-versa. Very short time slots, e. g., 1 minute, may lead to an
analysis with fewer sessions per time slot, hindering the identification
of subscribers’ behavior per slot. Very large time slots, e. g., 12 hours,
may lead to a general view of the sessions, so that it is difficult to
obtain a good quality assessment of the traffic dynamics. Thus, for
our evaluation, we choose a “moderate” value of 1 hour as the time
slot duration. Nevertheless, the optimal size of the time slot is still an
open problem [90].
Our profiling methodology resulted in six profiles, and we have
named them as follows: Light Occasional (LO), Light Frequent (LF),
Medium Occasional (MO), Medium Frequent (MF), Heavy Occasional
(HO) and Heavy Frequent (HF). Light profiles contain subscribers that
generate up to 17 MB of data during the day, Medium profiles have
subscribers that generate between 17 MB and 560 MB of traffic dur-
ing the day, and Heavy profiles contain users that generate more than
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560 MB of traffic during the day. Likewise, Occasional profiles contain
subscribers that generate less connection sessions, whereas Frequent
profiles contain users generating more connections per day. Tables 5,
6, and 7 show the characteristics of each of the profiles.
Table 5: Characteristics of the Light profile
Light
Volume 29 KB to 17305 KB (≈ 17 MB)
No of subscribers 418843
Occasional Frequent
No of sessions 1 to 10 11 to 224
No of subscribers 405848 12995
Table 6: Characteristics of the Medium profile
Medium
Volume 17306 KB to 560044 KB (≈ 560 MB)
No of subscribers 610917
Occasional Frequent
No of sessions 1 to 51 52 to 1926
No of subscribers 598340 12577
Table 7: Characteristics of the Heavy profile
Heavy
Volume 560046 KB to 655769309 KB (≈ 650 GB)
No of subscribers 487141
Occasional Frequent
No of sessions 1 to 316 317 to 8737
No of subscribers 484959 2182
In Figure 16, we show the dynamics of the traffic parameters per
subscribers’ class per hour. Figure 4.16(a), 4.16(b), and 4.16(c) corre-
sponds to the number of sessions, volume of traffic, and the mean
inter-arrival time, respectively; the error bars correspond to a 95%
confidence interval. For each time slot, the volume of traffic and num-
ber of sessions are calculated using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), respectively.
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Figure 16: (Better seen in colors) (a) Mean inter-arrival per class. (b) Number
of sessions per class. (c) Volume of traffic per class. (d) Empirical
CDFs of HF users in peak hours.
For each subscriber i, the average inter-arrival time in time slot t is
obtained using the following expression:
IAT it =
∑
k∈τit
(tik+1 − t
i
k)
Nit
, (8)
where τit is the set of all sessions of subscriber i that lie with the time
slot t. Similar to ϑi and ηi, we define the average inter-arrival time
for the entire D as ζi =
∑
t∈D IAT
t
i .
From Figure 16, we can see that our methodology well separates
the profiles, i. e., the occasional and frequent subscribers have their val-
ues clearly separated. Note that an aggregated traffic analysis would
not allow us to identify and consequently, to imitate the behavior of
very light users. In fact, the traffic generated by very heavy users (rep-
resenting a very small percentage of users in the dataset) would bias
the analysis and the synthetic traffic generation.
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For each curve in Figure 4.16(a), 4.16(b), and 4.16(c), we have also
shown a horizontal line that represents the respective mean value (where
the mean is taken over all time slots). Given the mean values, we clas-
sify, for each profile of subscribers and for each parameter (number of
sessions, traffic volume, and IAT), the hours above the mean as peak
hours, and hours below the mean as non-peak hours.
4.3.4 Profile’s age and gender
In this section, each of the resulting profiles is assessed by the age and
gender of their members. The profiled day D has 1.5 million users,
from which 107 thousand have information regarding age and gender.
The results shown in this section refer to this subset that counts with
57.6% of male and 42.4% of female users. This subset is consistent
with the distribution of users with available age and gender prior to
the profiling process, which counted 548 thousand subscribers over
a week (Section 4.2.3). To evaluate this consistency, we calculate the
percentage of users per age on the 548 thousand non profiled users
and on the 107 thousand profiled users. Figure 4.17(a) shows this
percentage for each of them. There is a visual similarity between the
shape of the two curves as they are strongly correlated, with 99%
Spearman’s correlation.
Figure 4.17(b) shows the percentage of male and female subscribers
per class, after the profiling of 107 thousand subscribers. Most of the
classes present higher percentual of male than female, except HF in which
female have 1% more users than male. On average, Light and Medium
profiles have 15% more males than females, while Heavy profiles have
6% more male than female.
Figure 4.17(c) shows the average subscribers’ ages per gender and
classes. Due to the large overlapping presented by the confidence
intervals (95%), we can assert that the per-class ages are not significantly
different. That is interesting because it indicates that the profiles group
together users from a wide spectrum of different ages.
Figure 4.18(a) and 4.18(c) show the CDFs of number of sessions per
subscriber per class. The former groups subscribers per age range
and the latter per gender. An interesting difference between Occa-
sional and Frequent users is steepness of the CDF curves. Number
of session from Occasional profiles is more uniformly distributed than from
Frequent users, which has a very steep slope. It means that most of the Fre-
quent users generate the lowest amount of sessions within the range of their
profiles (recall that the ranges are specified in Tables 5, 6, and 7). For
all classes, male users generate, on average and median, more sessions than
females. On Occasional classes the difference is 1% at most, while on
Frequent classes the difference ranges from 2% to 19%. The cumula-
tive values show the same results, for instance the third quartile is
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Figure 17: (Better seen in colors) (a) Percentage of subscribers per age before
and after profiling. (b) Percentage of subscribers per gender and
class. (c) Average subscribers’ age per gender and class.
at most 1% higher for male than female on all Occasional and LF
profiles. Moreover, it is 10% higher on MF and HF profiles.
Figure 4.18(b) depicts the CDFs of session duration per subscribers’
class and age range. On average, profiles do not present statistically
different session duration values for each of the age ranges. For in-
stance, the per-class confidence intervals (95%) for each of the age
ranges overlap each other by the mean. It means, the session duration
behavior within each of the profiles for a certain age range is not statistically
different from the behavior of another age within the same profile.
Figure 4.18(d) presents the kernel density estimation (KDE) curves
for the volume per user per gender and class. There is a similar be-
havior for male and female subscribers for all the profiles, except HF. HF
male subscribers density curve is narrower than the the female one
and present a peak around 10 GB. On the other hand, HF female
subscribers curve is wider. It means that, among the heavy and fre-
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quent subscribers, male present less diverse session volumes when
compared to female.
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Figure 18: (Better seen in colors) (a) CDFs of number of sessions and (b)
session duration per subscribers’ class and age range. (c) CDFs of
number of sessions and (b) session volume per subscribers’ class
and gender.
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4.4 measurement-driven traffic modeling
Realistic network simulations requires a traffic generator capable of
imitating actual daily subscribers traffic demands, i. e., has to be con-
sistent with the observations made about the real subscribers in the
previous section. Recall that subscribers belonging to different pro-
files (LO, LF, MO, MF, HO, and HF) have their own specificities in
terms of when the sessions are generated during the day, and the vol-
ume generated during each session. Furthermore, each profile of sub-
scribers have different behavior during peak and non-peak hours. Thus,
to obtain a fine grained model it is important to take into account all
the above considerations, while simulating a synthetic trace. In the
following, we describe how we merge all the above considerations to
obtain a measurement-driven mobile data traffic modeling.
4.4.1 Fitting empirical distributions
Using the original subscribers’ data, we first study for each profile
in peak and non-peak hour, the empirical distribution functions (i. e.,
CDF) of the traffic parameters (e. g., Figure 4.16(d)): the number of ses-
sions generated, the traffic volume associated with each of these ses-
sions, and the inter-arrival times between the sessions. For instance,
the empirical distribution function of “total volume for HF users in peak
hours” is obtained from the set of all Vit (Eq. (4)) such that i ∈ S is
an HF subscriber and t is a peak hour. The empirical distribution
functions of the number of sessions and the inter-arrival time for any
combination of profile and hour-type (peak or non-peak), can be sim-
ilarly generated using Nit (Eq. (5)) and IAT
i
t (Eq. (8)), respectively.
Refer to Section A.2 for the CDFs of the traffic parameters in peak
and non-peak hours for all the profiles.
Once the CDFs are obtained, using statistical tests, we estimate the
set of distributions that best fit them. From this set, we then select the
closest distribution function to the respective CDF. This function will
be used at the traffic usage pattern generation for the corresponding profile
and type of hour. More specifically, when considering the volume of
traffic and the inter-arrival time parameters (i. e., consisting of contin-
uous values) of a certain profile and hour, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic test [91] is used. The test estimates the parameters for a set of
continuous distributions (namely, Log-normal, Gamma, Weibull, Lo-
gis, and Exponential) that best fit the corresponding empirical distri-
bution function. Similarly, when considering the number of sessions
parameter (i. e., consisting of discrete values) of a certain profile and
hour, the Chi-squared statistic test [92] is used to estimate the best fit-
ting parameters for a set of discrete distributions (Negative binomial,
Geometric, and Poisson). In both cases, after getting the sets resulted
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from the fitting tests, we select the distribution functions that best fit
each corresponding CDF.
Tables 8, 9, and 10 list the best fitted distribution functions along
with their parameters for all possible combinations of profile and
hour-type pair, for number of sessions, traffic volume and inter-arrival
time parameters, respectively. For Negative-binomial distribution, n
is the size parameter and p is the probability parameter. For Gamma
distribution, α indicates the shape parameter and β is the rate param-
eter. For Weibull distribution, k is the shape parameter and λ refers
to the scale parameter. For Log-normal distribution, σ represents the
shape parameter and µ is the scale parameter. For Gamma, Weibull
and Log-normal, x0 is the location parameter.
4.4.2 Synthetic subscriber generation
Generating a synthetic subscriber will first require us to generate a
profile type (LO, LF, MO, MF, HO, or HF) for the subscriber. Profile
types are assigned randomly, based on the distribution of profiles
population observed in the real data. For instance, from Table 5, we
see that 26.7% of the subscribers belong to LO profile, and thus with
probability qLO = 0.267 we assign LO profile to a synthetic user.
Similarly, the probabilities of other profiles are: qLF = 0.0085, qMO =
0.394, qMF = 0.0082, qHO = 0.319, and qHF = 0.001. We will refer to
q = (qLO,qLF,qMO,qMF,qHO,qHF) as the profile pmf, or probability
mass function.
We now briefly describe our procedure for generating a synthetic
subscriber (for a detailed algorithm, refer to Section A.3). We first ran-
domly generate a profile type for a subscriber i using the profile pmf q. After
obtaining the profile type, for a given hour t, we randomly sample values
for each traffic parameter according to the corresponding fitted distribution
functions.
In more detail, the algorithm requires one parameter which is the
number of synthetic users to be generated (line 1). The result of the
generation is a list of sessions per user (line 28). Each synthetic user
session contains two fields: (1) volume of traffic and (2) arrival times-
tamp. For each subscriber i and time slot t, we sample a number of
sessions Nit, an average session volume V
i
t , and a mean inter-arrival
time IAT it from the appropriate distributions (i. e., the fitted distribu-
tion corresponding to the profile and hour-type pair) listed in Tables
8, 9, and 10, respectively (lines 5 to 7). The volume per session vik (for
k ∈ τit, see Section 4.4) is then equal to the sampled value Vit divided
by the sampled number of sessions Nit. The initial timestamp of each
session in hour t is then computed according to the sampled inter-
arrival time IAT it and number of session N
i
t for that hour (lines 13
to 20). By varying t over the 24 hours in a day, we obtain a synthetic
subscriber traffic for one day.
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Table 8: Number of sessions: distributions and parameters
Number of sessions
Hour Profile Distribution Parameters
Peak
HO
Neg-binomial
n = 0.1139, p = 0.09
HF n = 0.4703, p = 0.01
MO n = 0.1772, p = 0.3
MF n = 0.7588, p = 0.13
LO n = 0.1885, p = 0.62
LF n = 0.4802, p = 0.32
Non-Peak
HO
Neg-binomial
n = 0.0448, p = 0.1
HF n = 0.1437, p = 0.01
MO n = 0.0536, p = 0.3
MF n = 0.3146, p = 0.08
LO n = 0.0810, p = 0.66
LF n = 0.2405, p = 0.33
4.4.3 Synthetic traffic model evaluation
In order to evaluate our traffic modeling, we generate a synthetic
dataset and compare it with the original dataset. Towards this goal,
we first generate a set R of synthetic subscribers, where |R| = |S|, for
one day of traffic. The synthetic dataset contains for each session of a
subscriber i and at hour t: (1) the volume in KiloBytes generated and
(2) the initial timestamp of the session.
Let D denote a set of different time periods including D and the
synthetic day denoted as D′. D also contains each day from 1st July
to 31st October, i. e., the whole dataset. Let peϑ denote the PDF (Prob-
ability Distribution Function) of the total volume generated by a sub-
scriber active in day e in the original trace, formally defined as peϑ(x) =∑
i∈e I(ϑ
i = x)/|{i ∈ e}|. For a visual comparison, Figure 4.19(a) de-
picts the CDFs corresponding to the PDFs pDϑ and p
D′
ϑ of traffic gen-
erated in the original day D and synthetic day D′. We can observe an
almost complete overlap of the two CDFs due to high similarity between the
real trace and the synthetic trace.
We then assess, how consistent the synthetic traffic is by compar-
ing the distributions of the various parameters between the original
and the synthetic datasets. For this, we use the Bhattacharyya (BH)
measure [93]. It quantifies the similarity between two discrete or con-
tinuous probability distributions. Let p(i) and p′(i) be two pmfs, i. e.,∑N
i=1 p(i) =
∑N
i=1 p
′(i) = 1. The BH measure is formally defined
as ρ(p,p′) =
∑N
i=1
√
p(i)p′(i). However, the BH measure is not a
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Table 9: Session volume: distributions and parameters
Session volume
Hour Profile Distribution Parameters
Peak
HO
Weibull
k = 0.49, λ = 476551.7, x0 = 30
HF k = 0.81, λ = 774639.6, x0 = 40
MO k = 0.59, λ = 31936.8, x0 = 29
MF k = 0.80, λ = 13959.4, x0 = 37
LO k = 0.85, λ = 3228.7, x0 = 29
LF k = 0.92, λ = 1181.7, x0 = 33
Non-Peak
HO
Weibull
k = 0.50, λ = 452332.8, x0 = 30
HF k = 0.63, λ = 384935.6, x0 = 40
MO k = 0.58, λ = 26617.7, x0 = 30
MF k = 0.79, λ = 10657.9, x0 = 33
LO k = 0.79, λ = 2800.1, x0 = 29
LF k = 1.03, λ = 873.5, x0 = 34
distance metric since it does not satisfy all the metric axioms. There-
fore, [94] proposes an alternative distance metric based on the BH
measure which is formally defined as d(p,p′) =
√
1− ρ(p,p′). Note
that, d(p,p′) exists for all discrete distributions and it is equal to zero
if and only if p = p′. We use d in order to measure the similarity
between the original dataset and the synthetic dataset. Literature pro-
vides other metrics to calculate the distance between two probabil-
ity distributions, e.g., Kullback-leibler (KL) divergence [95], which is
well-known in the Information Theory field. In our context, KL di-
verge is not suitable, since it does not allow the divergence to be
calculated on vectors of different sizes. Since we compare how simi-
lar are the traffic demands among different days, it is unlikely that all
the days contain the same number of subscribers. On the contrary, BH
works regardless the sizes of the vectors that form the CDFs and that
is the main motivation on usage of BH instead of KL in our scenario.
We first compute d(pDϑ ,p
D′
ϑ ), the distance between the total volume
distribution of the original day and the synthetic day. Then, we com-
pute d(pDϑ ,p
e
ϑ), e ∈ D but e 6= D, the distance between the original
day and remaining days in the original trace. We obtain similar dis-
tances for peη and peζ for e ∈ D, which are respectively, the PDFs
of the total number of sessions and average inter-arrival time by a
subscriber active in day e. Finally, for each distribution, we have also
computed the mean and the confidence interval (95%) of the distances
between the original day and the remaining days. In Figure 4.19(b),
we show the d(pDϑ ,p
e
ϑ) distances (cf. d(p
D
η ,peη) and d(pDζ ,p
e
ζ)). Also
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Table 10: Session mean inter-arrival times: distributions and parameters
Session mean inter-arrival time
Hour Profile Distribution Parameters
Peak
HO Gamma α = 1.2517, β = 0.0017, x0 = 0.5
HF Log-normal σ = 4.0917, µ = 1.1285, x0 = 4.68
MO Gamma α = 1.2990, β = 0.0016, x0 = 0.5
MF Gamma α = 2.2081, β = 0.0034, x0 = 1
LO Weibull k = 0.8508, λ = 548.24, x0 = 1
LF Gamma α = 1.7929, β = 0.0019, x0 = 2
Non-Peak
HO Gamma α = 1.2044, β = 0.0017, x0 = 0.5
HF Log-normal σ = 3.9374, µ = 0.9822, x0 = 3
MO Gamma α = 1.1921, β = 0.0017, x0 = 0.5
MF Gamma α = 2.0301, β = 0.0034, x0 = 1
LO Gamma α = 0.7078, β = 0.0013, x0 = 1
LF Weibull k = 1.1988, λ = 827.96, x0 = 1
shown in Figure 4.19(b) (horizontal dashed line) is the d(pDϑ ,p
D′
ϑ ) dis-
tance (cf. d(pDη ,pD
′
η ) and d(pDζ ,p
D′
ζ )). The traffic model evaluation
consists then in verifying whether the d(pDϑ ,p
D′
ϑ ) is within the con-
fidence interval of the d(pDϑ ,p
e
ϑ). As can be seen in Figure 4.19(b),
for each distribution, the distance of the synthetic day (from the original) is
within this confidence interval.
Finally, we applied the profiling methodology described in Section
4.3 on the synthetic subscribers. By doing so, we classify them and
compare the per-class traffic behavior with the one created from the
original dataset. Figure 4.19(c) depicts the per-class behavior for the
volume of traffic per session for the classified synthetic subscribers. It
is possible to see that this result is coherent with the one for the original
dataset presented in Figure 4.16(b). For instance, the behavior for peak
and non-peak hours is well defined and similar to the one from the
original trace.
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Figure 19: (Better seen in colors) (a) CDF of the total volume generated by
real and synthetic subscribers (b) Per-parameter BH distances be-
tween original and synthetic trace (dashed line) in D, and be-
tween the original trace in D and other days e from the original
trace (full line) (c) Volume of traffic per class for synthetic sub-
scribers. (d) Heatmap of the correlation between session duration,
inter-arrival time and volume of traffic.
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4.5 discussion
In this section, we discuss some issues we judge interesting in the
presented work. An important aspect on network planning and man-
agement is to know what is the load it will be subjected to. Sub-
scribers with different profiles impose, on certain cases, totally differ-
ent demands to the network. For example, our dataset shows that the
heaviest user generates 22 million times more traffic than the lightest
one. Moreover, the 276 thousand lightest subscribers generate similar
amount of traffic as generated by a unique heaviest subscriber in the
entire day.
Traffic demand is generally described by the set of different traffic
parameters that characterize the demands of the users to the network.
In this work, we have explored a set of parameters such as inter-
arrival time, session duration, number of sessions, and volume of
traffic. Alone, each of those parameters were deeply assessed on our
previous sections, but it is also interesting to see what is the relation
among them.
Figure 4.19(d) shows a heatmap of the Pearson’s correlation be-
tween those traffic parameters for all subscribers in all profiles. The
intensity of the color on each cell of the matrix indicates how strong
is the negative or positive correlation. It is possible to see that the cor-
relation between number of sessions and inter-arrival time goes from
a low positive value on LO to a high negative value on HF. Indeed,
the correlation between them is 22%, -14% -26% -37% -45% -55% for
LO, MO, HO, LF, MF, and HF, respectively. It means that classes in
which subscribers generate more sessions have higher negative correlation
with the inter-arrival time. In general, the more sessions a user generates,
the shorter they need to be to fit in a certain period of time. A caveat here is
that a user that generates few sessions could generate them in bursts,
or sparsely separated in time. The former would result in small IAT
and the latter in a larger IAT. For example, a large IAT of one hour
is likely to be done for a user with few sessions per day, than a user
with, for example, 300 sessions. In the same way, a small IAT could
be generated for a user with both high or low number of sessions.
Another important aspect is the relation between volume of traffic
and session duration. LO, MO, and HO classes present 13%, 14%,
and 26%, respectively, i. e., a growing positive correlation with the
session duration. LO, MO, and HO have, on average, 663, 6554 and
18624 seconds of session duration and 5090, 165214 and 6117322 KB of
average session volume, respectively. The growth of those metrics from
one Occasional class to the next is due to the necessary increase on the
session duration in order to accommodate the volume of traffic, considering
that there is no significant raise on the number of sessions from LO, to MO,
or HO.
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Finally, it is important to mention the correlation between number
of sessions and volume of traffic. The correlation is overall low and
positive between these two metrics for all profiles, but its behavior
differs completely from Occasional to Frequent users. LO, MO, and
HO have 29%, 17% and 0.4% correlation between number of sessions
and volume of traffic, respectively, i. e., a decrease from LO, to MO
and to HO. It happens because LO users have few sessions and low
traffic volume, while MO and HO classes have significantly higher
volume of traffic, but still few sessions. Therefore, the correlation is
lower for MO and HO than for LO. Differently, LF, MF, and HF have
9%, 11% and 12% correlation between number of sessions and vol-
ume of traffic, respectively, i. e., a growth from LF, to MF and to HF.
That is due to HF presenting both high volume and high number of
sessions, while LF and MF present lower volume of traffic, but still
high number of sessions.
Understanding network demands from users traffic parameters and
their correlations is one of the contributions of our work. Moreover,
this work provides distributions to model workload characteristics of
mobile subscribers’ traffic demands and a framework on how to cre-
ate a traffic generator out of it. Therefore, it has implication in areas
related to the design of new applications and network mechanisms
as well as network planning such as hotspot deployment [78].
In this latter area, for instance, the objective is to provide the best
placement for hotspots respecting certain constraints. For instance,
one may desire to deploy a fixed amount of hotspots to maximize
the amount of data offloaded from the network. The literature fre-
quently presents the evaluation of hotspot deployment based on mo-
bility datasets describing subscribers’ trajectories. Although literature
provides some mobility datasets, to the best of our knowledge none
of them provides information of both mobility and traffic demands.
Our traffic generator could be attached to the mobility datasets and it
would allow to better exploit them. Besides, a synthetic traffic genera-
tor allows the generation of traffic demands of any size of population:
While the original traffic dataset allow the sampling of users up to the
size of the dataset, a synthetic traffic generator allows to expand this
limit.
Another important aspect of the synthetic traffic generator is that it
preserves the privacy of the original subscribers from whom the mea-
surements came from. The non-existence of personal data attached
to synthetic users allows us to limitlessly share our observations with
the community without the necessity of sharing sensitive information
inherent of datasets. One may argue that it is possible to anonymize
the users identity, but literature shows that many attempts on that
direction fail on protecting users privacy [96]. As shown in our anal-
ysis, our synthetic users generate traffic consistent with the original
dataset and, thus do not carry privacy issues.
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4.6 conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a network traffic, temporal and so-
cial characterizations of a 4-month dataset that contains more than
1.05 billion session connections from about 6.8 million smartphone
users. In Section 4.2.1, our traffic analysis shows short sessions are
predominant and a high correlation between the amount of upload
and download. Next, in Section 4.2.2 we show that, for the evaluated
dataset, subscribers present more similarity in terms of network traf-
fic among the same hours on different days than within the same day
in different hours. Later, Section 4.2.3 presented an interesting age
and gender analysis of the subscribers related to their network de-
mands. We have shown that male subscribers are more activity than
the female counterparts as the age passes by. Moreover, regardless
the gender, the younger people were more active than older ones.
In Section 4.3 we propose a framework that automatically classifies
those users by their traffic demands into a limited number of profiles.
Our approach takes advantage of repetitive user behavior due to their
daily routines. Furthermore, we have provided distributions that de-
scribe their traffic demands into peak and non-peak hours. Finally,
from these distributions, in Section 4.4 we create a traffic generator
and evaluate the synthetic trace it generates. Our results showed that
the synthetic trace presents a consistent behavior when compared to
original dataset.

5
S T U D Y C A S E
“The highest reward for man’s toil is not what he gets for it, but what he
becomes by it.”
— John Ruskin
5.1 introduction
With the steady growth of smart-phones sales [97], the demand for
services that generate mobile data traffic has grown tremendously. In
the last four years, the used amount mobile data has grown more
than twice in relation to the previous year. The average generation
of mobile data traffic grew 81% in 2012, and the global data traffic
will increase 8-fold until 2017 [98]. This recent boost up of mobile
data consumption are struggling the 3G cellular networks, which are
not always prepared to receive such demand [99]. From 2007 to 2012,
AT&T faced 20,000 percent growth in mobile data traffic on its net-
work [10]. In 2009 AT&T saw its network overloaded by mobile data
traffic, mainly generated by iPhone users and, as a result, an unre-
sponsive system with delayed text messages, dropped calls, and slow
download speed [100].
Wi-Fi offloading seems to be promising solution to the recent boost
up of mobile data consumption that is making excessive demands on
3G cellular networks in metropolitan areas. [13]. The idea consists in
shifting the traffic off of cellular networks to Wi-Fi networks. Care-
fully deploying Wi-Fi hotspots can both be cheaper than upgrade
the current cellular network structure and can concede significant im-
provement in the network capacity [13, 14]. Nevertheless, one ques-
tion remains: how Wi-Fi hotspots should be deployed? The following fac-
tors make the answer to this question a challenge task.
The expansion of metropolitan areas increased the possibility of
moving around [101]. This fact together with the increase of smart-
phone use results in highly dynamic links, which may significantly
affect the performance of the network [102]. Moreover, people may
use different transportation modes, which significantly impacts their
trajectories: e. g., a person riding a bike or walking can decide the
path to follow contrarily to someone inside a bus. Finally, it is also
important to take into account the space-time interaction between
people and urban locations, a key point for an efficient network plan-
ning. Such considerations can reveal fundamental insights in terms
of network usability. Popular sites for instance, are the source of the
most of the traffic on the network [103].
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In order to consider these issues, this chapter tackles the Wi-Fi hotspot
deployment problem in a metropolitan area by leveraging mobile users’ con-
text and content, i. e., their trajectories, scenario interaction and traffic de-
mands. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work leverag-
ing users’ three dimensional information (time, space and interest) in
data offloading services. Our objective is to define what are the best
places to receive Wi-Fi hotspots in order to maximize the offloaded
traffic on an urban scenario. This is a convenient solution for both cel-
lular operators and users: The former can see the traffic being shifted
to inexpensive networks while the latter can take advantage of higher
data rates and less monetary costs than using cellular networks. We
claim that unplanned deployment of hotspots may lead to both under-
utilized and over-utilized network areas.
Related to our work, [104, 105] proposes the current approaches in
the literature to deploy hotspots that considers user mobility charac-
teristics only. Section 5.2 presents a deep comparison between those
two works and the one herein proposed.
To accomplish our objective, we study the mobility context of peo-
ple in a metropolitan area of a major city and identify a set of lo-
cations to well deploy Wi-Fi hotspots (cf. Section 3.2). Our strategy
(cf. Section 5.3) is methodologically structured as follows. First, we
create a time dependent graph to represent the interaction between
people’s mobility and locations suitable to receive a hotspot. Then,
we measure how much data offloading a location can contribute to.
For this, we use a metric herein proposed to rank which locations are
suitable to support more data offloading: Better positioned hotspots
are likely able to offload more data.
Through experiments on a real-life trace, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of our routine-based network deployment in terms of offloaded
traffic, by varying the number of deployed hotspots. We also compare
our solution with the current work on the literature. The results re-
veal that when using a realistic synthetic traffic model, our strategy
provides up to 12% more offloaded traffic than the current solution
on the literature (cf. Section 5.4). Finally, Section 5.6 concludes this
chapter.
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5.2 related work
Literature contains works that study access point deployment as a
way to alleviate high traffic demands on the mobile networks. [106]
proposes offloading models to increase the capacity of large-scale het-
erogeneous networks, which already contain deployed hotspots. The
work herein proposed differs mainly because we focus on the deploy-
ment of hotspots, and a possible fine-tuning on their capacity is out
of our scope. [107] studies the impact of the indoor Wi-Fi and Femto
cell deployment on data offloading for a mobile network. Differently,
our work focus is on city-wide outdoor deployment.
In [108] authors evaluated the cost of single and multi-access net-
works with heterogeneous traffic. The approach consisted of macro
cells being deposited to ensure full coverage and, subsequently, mi-
cro, pico, or WLAN access points are placed to meet certain specific
demands of capacity. Firstly, conclusions indicated that the combina-
tion of macro, micro, and pico cells did not achieve lower costs per
user when compared with single access approach. After further inves-
tigation, authors quantified the infrastructure cost for a multi-access
network composed of macro cellular HSDPA base stations and IEEE
802.11g WLAN access points on an urban scenario and concluded
that the costs can be lowered considerably by adding a hotspot layer
[109, 110].
Moreover, some efforts were made to create deployment strategies
focusing on scenarios with one specific mobility mode, e. g., walking,
or driving. On [104] authors propose a Wi-Fi deployment strategy
that takes in consideration user mobility characteristics on a college
campus. The objective is to provide continuous coverage for a mobile
user, i. e., maximize the probability that a mobile user can connect
with an AP wherever it moves on a given area. The study is con-
duced using the Dartmouth College campus dataset [111], and based
on the physical structure of the campus, a mobile graph is built con-
sidering that vertices are buildings or road intersections, and edges
as paths between them. Thus, two NP-Hard sub-problems are then
studied, the maximum continuous coverage, and the minimum de-
ployment cost. The main issue with this approach is that it considers
and evaluates only a campus-wide scenario with only one popular
area, while on a urban scenarios many spots are likely to have sim-
ilar importance. Indeed, it is important to understand the mobility
on a restricted environment in which people are mostly walking, but
on the other hand, our approach differs on taking an urban scenario
with a diverse set of transportation modes.
On [112, 113] authors propose a centrality-based approach do de-
ploy Road Side Units (RSUs) in order to improve performance aspects
on both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communica-
tion. On [114] authors show results on how Femtocells can improve
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the quality of a network on a vehicular environment. On [115] au-
thors aim to facilitate the identification of locations that are capable
of providing data offload for vehicular networks. To do so, they pro-
pose an application that uses different sources of information, e. g.,
GPS, Wi-Fi beacon footprints, and tower triangulation. Diversely, our
work differs when it considers several transportation modes and the
inherent different demands they have on the network infra structure.
In [13] a quantitative study is made to asses the performance of
mobile data offloading through Wi-Fi networks. The study was con-
duced based on data collected from 100 users in Seoul. Due battery
consumption restrictions, the offloading was not actually executed
on the user’s phone but simulated based on the collected connec-
tivity patterns. The authors defined offloading efficiency to be the
total bytes transferred using Wi-Fi by the total bytes generated. The
simulations shows that the on-the-spot offloading, i. e., spontaneous
use of Wi-Fi as soon as it is available, can achieve 65% efficiency, in-
creasable in 13% to 21% using delayed offloading, i. e., avoiding 3G
traffic while waiting a certain amount of time for a Wi-Fi connection.
The aforementioned work does not propose a deployment strategy
but concludes that carefully deploying more Wi-Fi hotspots can both
be cheaper than upgrade the network structure and can concede sub-
stantial improvement in the network capacity.
On [14] authors proposed an architecture to offload data called
MobiTribe. The strategy chooses a set of privileged users called tribe
and shares popularly requested content to be stored on their devices.
Whenever a user requests for the content available in the tribe, the
choice of the content provider is based on the network connectivity
and the load on the available devices in the tribe. Users looking for
content request it first to the members of the tribe and if the content is
not available, they request it from the Content Manager Server, e. g.,
Youtube. In order to share the data inside the tribe, users need to
wait for its pairs to have access to an inexpensive network interface
such as Wi-Fi. Results show that with 1 hour delay, the efficiency of
the architecture can reach up to 89% for data upload. This delayed
approach focus on scenarios in which the real-time data transmission
factor is not crucial.
Similarly, [116] use a set of special nodes called VIPs to gather and
offload data aiming to avoid the usage of the cellular network on
peak periods. As any other node, VIP nodes represent devices being
carried by individuals. The strategy applies centrality metrics in order
to select the least number of VIP nodes which can cover the rest of the
devices in the network. A percentage of the most central nodes com-
poses the VIP set, which it is going to be responsible for gathering
the data from the rest of users of the network, and upload it in dur-
ing non-peak periods of the day. The results show that the centrality-
based approach creates, on average, VIP sets with less than 7% of total
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nodes while and it is able to offload 90% of the data. Differently, our
approach does not put users in charge of the data offloading but aims
to better deploy the network to provide more offload opportunities.
Nevertheless, VIP strategy and our approach are not mutually exclu-
sive, thus, they could be used in conjunction. On the other hand, VIP
scenarios consider walk and vehicular mobility on campus and ur-
ban scenarios, but we focus on wider range of transportation modes.
Other works such as [117] use similar strategy, i.e., chooses a set of
targeted-users to receive and propagate data using local connections,
but differs due to the context of a Mobile Social Network. Authors
propose data offloading solution as a multi-layer network composed
by different cells, typically, macro, micro, pico and femto. This work
differs from the herein proposed because it focus how people interact
when specifically walking by each other.
To the best of our knowledge, [104, 105] are the most prominent
approaches to deploy Wi-Fi that takes in consideration user mobility
characteristics. They consist of non-delayed access-point based data
offloading strategies as classified in [118]. Data is not stored prior
to the offloading, i. e., it goes straight from the users’ phone to the
operator through an access point.
In [104] authors create a mobility graph in which edges correspond
to the road section traveled by the user and nodes are either buildings
or road intersections. Weight on the edges represent the number of
Access Points (APs) required to completely cover the route. Based on
a dataset that indicates which user is connected to which AP, authors
define the probability of a path being taken by a person. The prob-
abilities guide the algorithms on choosing which APs are going to
be deployed. Differently, in [105] no graph is built. Instead, the city is
divided as a grid in which one hotspot will be positioned on each cell
center. Based on the mobility of taxis, one data request is made every
5 seconds. Hotspots are ranked by how many data requests they of-
fload, i. e., better hotspots are those positioned in cells with more data
requests. Both [104, 105] present some significant differences from the
work herein proposed which are summarized in Table 11.
First, our objective is not to provide continuous coverage as con-
sidered in [104]: In an urban scenario, this is prohibitively expensive
since it would require the deployment of hotspots over the whole
area, where most of them may be under-utilized. Similar to [105],
our goal is to maximize the offload ratio. Second, we consider an ur-
ban scenario, which presents significantly higher complexity than the
campus scenario considered in [104]: i. e., higher densities, many pop-
ular areas, diverse types of mobility (imposed by a variety of trans-
portation modes), bigger area, etc. [105] employs a metropolitan sce-
nario but considers taxi as the only transportation mode. Third, our
approach is not restricted to the consideration of only one popular
spot as done in [104]: In an urban scenario, diverse popular areas
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Table 11: Related work comparison
Work [104] [105] Our proposal
Objective
Maximize
continuous coverage
Maximize
offloaded traffic
Maximize
offloaded traffic
Scenario Campus City City
Transportation
modes
Walking Taxi 10 different
Points of Interest Real Grid Real
Traffic Not considered
One request
every 5 seconds
Based in
the literature
may exist and their features may vary according to space-time issues.
Fourth, [104] does not apply a traffic model while [105] employs a
non realistic traffic model in order to measure the offloaded traffic.
Contrarily, our work uses a more realistic synthetic traffic model that
is strongly based on parameters and real measurements from the lit-
erature.
Some other related works provide solutions for data offloading but
not related to hotspot deployment e. g., delegating the data offloading
for people’s devices [117, 119].
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(a) Points of interest collected in a city
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(b) People A, B and C moving on the
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(c) Graph induced by the mobility of A,
B and C
(d) The best four hotspots chosen
Figure 20: A general view of our proposed methodology.
5.3 proposal
In order to understand the relation between people and urban sce-
nario during time, we construct a time dependent graph that de-
scribes interaction between people’s trajectories (edges) and PIs (ver-
tices). This section presents how mobility is mapped into a time de-
pendent graph and introduces our hotspot placement strategy.
5.3.1 Graph creation
Let p ∈ P = {1, 2, . . . ,q} be a geographic coordinate on the trajectory
of a person. Let s ∈ S = {1, 2, . . . ,n} be a PI. Both P and S are uniquely
identified by their geographical position: ∀ s(x,y) ∈ S, ∀p(x,y) ∈ P,
where (x, y) is a pair of geographical coordinates. Since we are us-
ing real data traces containing GPS-based positioning, x and y are
respectively, latitude and longitude. Figure 5.20(a) illustrates a set of
PIs presented as stars on map. Initially, we assign all PIs with a hypo-
thetical range illustrated as dashed circles9.
Our graph G(V ,E) represents the interaction between people and
the urban scenario. The graph should provide a simple and easy-to-
see representation of people’s mobility. While walking, people create
trajectories and their interactions with the urban scenario may point
out important places to start planning the deployment of a network
9 Unit disk graph model.
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infra-structure. Figure 5.20(b) illustrates the three trajectories created
by three hypothetical people (A, B, and C) and their respective inter-
actions with PIs. A vertex v ∈ V = {1, 2, . . . ,w} wherew 6 q is created
on the same coordinates of a PI if and only if this latter covers at least
one person passing by. A coverage of a person a by PI s with a range
r is expressed as ∀p ∈ Pa, ∃p | (px − sx)2 + (py − sy)2| 6 r2, i. e., a
is inside s’s circular range. Note that a PI that does not respect the
condition of minimum coverage is not considered as vertex in the
graph.
An edge e ∈ E is created between two vertices if their correspond-
ing PIs sequentially cover a person during its trajectory. Figure 5.20(c)
shows the graph when three people are covered by PIs.
5.3.2 Metrics
We model the features present on people’s routinary mobility accord-
ing to three concepts presented on Section 3.3: Desire lines, confinement
and repetitiveness of people’s mobility. While repetitiveness is com-
puted using homonymous metric introduced in Section 3.3.1, Desire
lines and Confinement are described by Stress and Closeness Central-
ity calculated on the vertices of the graph. Following, related details
are provided.
stress centrality : Considering such feature, vertices are ranked
with the stress centrality metric [120]. Consider a graph G(V ,E),
the Stress Centrality (st) for a certain vertex v ∈ V is defined as
follow:
st(vi) =
N∑
j=1
j−1∑
k=1
σjk(vi) (9)
where N is the number of vertices on the graph, σjk(vi) is the
number of shortest-paths that contains vi between the pair of
vertices vj and vk. Vertices with high stress are those that lay
on most of people’s shortest routes and may become well po-
sitioned hotspots. Vertices with high stress values are likely to
be places for hotspot deployment. Indeed, centrality metrics are
widely used in the literature, but not yet explored in the prob-
lem we are considering.
closeness centrality : On our proposal, we consider Closeness
Centrality metric [121] as a way to measure how a place is close
to each others. Closeness is calculated based on the geodesic
distance between all pairs of vertices on the network. Consider a
graph G(V ,E), the Closeness Centrality (cl) for a certain vertex
vi ∈ V is defined as follow:
cl(vi) =
N∑
k=1
d(vi, vk) (10)
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where N is the number of vertices on the graph, i 6= k and
d(vi, vk) is the shortest-path distance between vi and vk. It as-
signs higher values for vertices closer to the rest of the network,
that is, on a city those are probably hospitals, and markets, i. e.,
places planned to be close to most of the people’s trajectories.
5.3.3 Synthetic traffic model
To the best of our knowledge, there is no freely available dataset de-
scribing both people’s mobility and their traffic demands on an urban
scenario. Therefore, we have created a realistic synthetic traffic model
that takes into consideration traffic parameters and measurements
from the literature [122, 123, 98, 124]. In addition, it takes in consid-
eration different traffic demands required by people using different
transportation modes. The traffic model herein discussed is respon-
sible for simulating the content generation and offload as if it was
done by people participating on GeoLife, while performing their tra-
jectories. Table 12 shows the parameters used on the synthetic traffic
model.
5.3.3.1 Communication
While moving around, a person passes by many PIs and sometimes
may stop by. We consider that the interaction between a person and
a point of interest lasts as long as the former is inside the interaction
range of the latter. The interaction range is defined as the Wi-Fi range
on a urban scenario. Taking into account the interferences caused by
buildings, vehicles, or any other obstacle, the effective Wi-Fi range
in outdoor environment can vary from 5 to 75 meters [115]. We con-
sider a interaction range of 50 meters in our experiments: if a person
is, at most, 50 meters from a point of interest they are able to wire-
lessly communicate and consequently, the latter covers the former. It
is important to enhance that initially a point of interest is not compul-
sory considered as a hotspot but as potential place to receive a Wi-Fi
hotspot structure.
5.3.3.2 Content generation
Considering projections made in [98], by 2017 two-thirds of the mo-
bile data traffic will be used to transfer video. Therefore, our synthetic
traffic model will generate data assuming users generating video-
sized files. File size is Gamma distributed based on workload charac-
terization study made on 250 thousand popular videos crawled from
Youtube on a five month period [123]. Besides, its shape was taken
from study made with more than 2.6 million videos crawled from
Youtube during a three month period [122]. Furthermore, it has been
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shown that the Internet access times of mobile users are exponentially
distributed [13].
The amount of data per day and the transfer rate were estimated
from monthly volumes projected in [98].
The synthetic traffic model simulates content creation by generat-
ing loads. A load contains an initial timestamp indicating when it was
generated, the file size, and the final timestamp that is the sum of its
initial timestamp and transfer time. We consider a constant transfer
rate during the connection between an user’s device and a hotspot.
Therefore, transfer time is the file size of the load divided by the
transfer rate. For each leg of a person’s trajectory, our model gener-
ates a load and divides it throughout the points of this leg as defined
in Section 3.2.1 (Figure 5.21(a)). The division respects the duration
of the leg and the available transfer rate, i. e., no content can be gen-
erated after the leg was traveled and the load is divided to points
limited to the maximum transfer rate.
5.3.3.3 Content offload
When a hotspot covers a trajectory point, a content offloading is likely
to happen (Figure 5.21(b)). Connection duration is taken into consid-
eration on the data offloading, to do so, there is a 1.83 second gap
between the start of a coverage and the availability of the data offload-
ing. This was made aiming to simulate the IP acquisition time [124].
Therefore, after the initial connection gap, the traffic generated will
be offloaded from trajectories points to the hotspot (Figure 5.21(b)).
Moreover, the synthetic traffic model was designed to couple with
specific demands inherent in a scenario that contains people moving
using different kinds of transportation modes. The objective is to cre-
ate a scenario that is closer to the reality and, to do so, synthetic traffic
model should consider only reasonable situations in which someone
would be generating traffic depending on how this person is moving
around. When a person is covered by a PI, and the transportation
mode being used is “taxi”, “bus”, “walk”, “train”, “subway”, “car”
or “boat” the traffic generated by our model is normally made avail-
able to be offloaded. Correspondingly, when the person gets covered
and uses other transportation modes, e. g., “run”, “motorcycle” and
“bike”, no content will be available for offloading.
We call tr the sum of all the content (traffic) offloaded by a PI from
all trajectory points on its coverage range. Formally we define it as
tr(vi) =
∑N
p∈P′ lp, where P
′ is the set of points within the coverage
range of vi and lp is the load on the trajectory point p.
5.3.4 Objective formalization
Consider a graph Gt(Vt,Et) constructed as described in Section 5.3.1
for a period of time t ∈ T = {1, 2, . . . ,u}. Let φ be the number of pe-
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Table 12: Synthetic traffic model parameters
Parameter Value
File size Gamma (shape=2 [122], scale=8.5 MB [123])
Inter-arrival time (IAT) Exponential [13]
Amount per day 94.54 MB [98]
Transfer rate 3.9 Mbps [98]
Connection time 1.83 second [124]
Leg
Load
(a)
Leg
Hotspot
(b)
Figure 21: (a) Content generation. (b) Content offload.
riod of times per day d ∈ D, which represent the set of days in which
we analyze mobility data. Therefore, |T | = |D| ∗ φ. Gt represents all
the interactions between people and urban scenario for the hours con-
tained in t. Therefore, Vt ⊆ V is the set of vertices that covered at least
one person during t and Et ⊆ E is the subset of edges that represents
the mobility of people during t. Our objective is to maximize data
offloading while limiting the number of deployed hotspots. We advo-
cate that in order to deploy a Wi-Fi network for data offloading on
an urban scenario, it is important to take into consideration both traf-
fic and mobility characteristics. For instance, consider two hotspots
hi and hj that receive a certain amount θ of traffic to be offloaded
during a period of time t. If we consider only offloaded traffic, both
would be equally selected with no priority. Our intuition is that if we
also consider people’s mobility characteristics it is possible to provide a better
network deployment for data offloading envisioning future traffic. Popular
regions in the cities tend to be more popular and more traffic likely will be
generated.
Consider the mobility characteristics metrics Stress (st), Closeness
(cl) and Repetitiveness (re) as described in Section 5.3.2. Consider
the traffic (tr) as the content offloaded as described in Section 5.3.3.3.
Consider Ui,t,m as the value of the metric m ∈ M = {st, cl, re, tr}
on the period t for the vertex i. The traffic on a period t for the
vertex i is calculated as the sum of all b bytes of content offloaded
from all people covered by i during t, i. e.Ui,t,tr =
∑
b bi,t. Due to
the different magnitudes of the metrics, we have normalized Ui,t,m
between 0 and 1 by the maximum value of m on the period t.
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Let
−−→
Ri,t be a vector of metrics calculated for the vertex i ∈ Vt. Due
to the mobility, a vertex imay appear on the graph on a certain period
t = k, but do not appear on a period t = k+ 1. Therefore, [Ri,t,m =
Ui,t,m · zi,t], where zi,t = 1 if i appears on t and zi,t = 0 if i does
not appear in t. The result of metrics attributed to the same vertex
on different periods is aggregated through a sum, i. e.,
∑
t Ri,t,m =
Totalm,i∀m ∈M. Then, our problem is to find the set of vertices that
maximizes the metrics with a limited number of hotspots λ, formally:
Maximize
∑
i,t
Ri,t,m
Subject to
∑
zi,t < λ
(11)
Besides, our model can be tuned in order to prioritize either mobil-
ity characteristics or traffic: α∗ (
∑
i,t Ri,t,st+
∑
i,t Ri,t,cl+
∑
i,t Ri,t,re)+
β ∗
∑
i,t Ri,t,tr by choosing weights α and β depending on operators’
demands. Considering α → 0 and β → 1 results in a deployment
that prioritizes traffic demands. On the other hand, when α→ 1 and
β → 0 hotspots will likely be placed on more important areas of the
city regardless their traffic offload. For this first analysis, we are go-
ing to consider both traffic and mobility characteristics with the same
importance.
5.3.4.1 Spots selection
The metrics are calculated on a offline centralized manner, i. e., the so-
lution herein proposed may be applied on data previously collected
by the interested entity, e. g., a Telco operator. This premise is rea-
sonable since network deployment planning generally uses historical
data as input. The result is a set of PIs ranked by how good they are
in providing traffic offloading. Besides, the PIs are greedily selected
based on our objective function. From that point, the operator needs
to decide how many hotspots λ they are willing to deploy and the
trade-off between the monetary cost and the predicted amount of Wi-
Fi offloaded traffic.
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5.4 performance evaluation
To better understand the results of our proposal, hereafter, we have
first described the comparison approach then assessed our main re-
sults.
5.4.1 Comparison
As described in Section 5.2, [105] is the most related work with the
one herein proposed. Therefore, we compare our proposal against it
which we name “grid-based”. In order to create a comparable sce-
nario considering the differences presented on Table 11, we have
adapted some aspects of the original scenario presented by the grid-
based. It is important to enhance that both the original algorithm and
the metric called “data requests” proposed in the grid-based work
were applied as originally. The data requests metric ranks the cells
based on the number of data requests generated inside the respective
cell. Cells in which more data requests were generated are considered
to be more capable on providing data offloading and, consequently,
are better ranked.
Two are the main changes we have applied to the grid-based sce-
nario in order to create a fair comparison scenario.
First, grid-based traffic model was solely a constant generation of
data requests every 5 seconds. The simplicity of this content genera-
tion model does not employ any realistic characteristic. Consequently,
the offload measurement made on the grid-based work likely does
not represent a reliable measurement. Therefore, we have chosen to
apply our synthetic traffic model on the grid-based approach in order
to have a more precise offload measurement.
Second, grid-based work divides the city on square-shaped cells
and restrict one hotspot per cell positioned on its center, resulting on
a grid fashion throughout the city. That is not realistic by any means,
grid-shaped deployment does not respect the constraints of the city,
e. g., a hotspot in the middle of a lake may have its deployment hardly
feasible. Therefore, in one of the compared approaches, we have used
a subset of our collected PI, limiting one per cell selected as being the
one closest to the center of the respective cell. For this purpose, Bei-
jing map was divided into cells of 50 square meters, in a grid shape.
To summarize, the approaches we compare against our solution are:
grid-based : The spots selection algorithm, the data request met-
ric and the spot positioning (i. e., center of each cell) are kept
as presented in [105]. The synthetic traffic model is the one pro-
posed in Section 5.3.3. Finally, the spots are chosen based on the
data requests and their respective offloaded traffic is calculated
based on the synthetic traffic.
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grid-based (rs): Is the Grid-based with PIs which are a subset of
the real collected spots limited to one per cell positioned as
close as possible to the cell center. This approach was created in
order to use an approximate grid-shaped deployment proposed
in [105], while using PIs that are feasible to receive a hotspot.
5.4.2 Offloaded traffic
Figures 5.22(a) and 5.22(b) show the offloaded traffic by the different
approaches presented on Section 5.4. It is important to note that, to be
counted on the graph, a hotspot must have covered at least one per-
son in the simulation scenario. Considering that Grid-based and Grid-
based (RS) are limited by one hotspot per cell, their superior limit in
number of hotspots is the number of cells in which the hotspots have
covered someone. The number of cells which presents both trajectory
points and hotspots is 19226. In our evaluation scenario that limita-
tion does not create practical issues for those two approaches because
they reach the maximum offload percentage with less than the maxi-
mum number of deployed hotspots.
Figure 5.22(a) shows that the routine-based approach has better of-
fload traffic results. For instance, our approach achieves 32%, 49%
and 67% of offloading with 10 (< 1%), 50 (1%) and 1000 (20%) de-
ployed hotspots, respectively. For the same amount of hotspots, the
Grid-based approach presents 1.3%, 7.3% and 42% of offloaded traf-
fic. This results shows that taking into consideration routine charac-
teristics indeed provides better results than using the data requests
approach proposed by the Grid-based. When comparing Grid-based
with Grid-based (RS) no significant difference appears. The usage of
one real spot per cell positioned on an almost grid-shaped configu-
ration does not increase significantly the efficiency of the Grid-based
approach. Indeed, at most there is 4% of difference when comparing
those two approaches regarding offloaded data. However, the main
difference between them is that it is feasible to deploy a hotspot on
a real venue, as considered on the Grid-based (RS), which is not the
case on cell centers presented on the Grid-based.
Figure 5.22(b) shows the offloaded traffic for a hotspot deployment
configuration that merges result from different periods of the day.
Due to the specific characteristics of the mobility on different periods
of the day (e. g., period from 00:00 to 05:59 tends to have less trajec-
tories than the period from 12:00 to 17:59), it might be important to
assess the deployment per period. Indeed, individual mobile users
consume resources in different ways depending on the time and the
location that they access the network. Comprehending the differences
inherent from different periods of the day allow operators to better
allocate network resources.
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If it is necessary to guarantee an offload ratio per period, different
number of hotspots are needed to offload the traffic on each period of
the day. For instance, in order to achieve 80% of offloaded traffic on
each period of the day, the routine-based approach employs, respec-
tively, 17 (< 1%), 928 (18.5%), 574 (11.4%) and 308 (6.1%) hotspots for
periods from 00:00 to 05:59, from 06:00 to 11:59, from 12:00 to 17:59,
and from 18:00 to 23:59. More trajectories likely implies more areas
being explored in the city. Consequently, more hotspots are needed
to couple with the traffic demands. For the same coverage the grid-
based approach needs 136 (2.7%), 1350 (27%), 1348 (26.9%), and 529
(10.5%) hotspots for periods from 00:00 to 05:59, from 06:00 to 11:59,
12:00 to 17:59, and from 18:00 to 23:59, respectively.
Finally, Figure 5.22(c) (better visualized in colors) shows the heatmap
of the deployed hotspots using the routine-based approach over Bei-
jing by period of the day. Regardless of the period of the day, a north-
west region in the central area consistently shows a concentration of
deployed hotspots, which is due to the fact that Microsoft Research
Asia headquarter is located there. GeoLife experiment was conduced
mostly with Microsoft members that were constantly walking nearby
the working place. Therefore, many hotspots were deployed in that
region in order to offload the traffic generated there.
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Figure 22: (Better seen in colors) (a) Offloaded traffic by the number of
deployed hotspots per day and (b) period of the day. (c) The
heatmap of hotspots by period created with the routine-based
approach.
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5.5 discussion
It is important to note that as a first study using real PIs, we do not
consider the monetary cost variation per hotspot based on its location.
On a completely real scenario the cost might vary depending on the
location, because the availability of power and backhaul capacity are
widely different at different locations. In this context, it may be eco-
nomically prohibitive to install hotspots at some of the locations de-
termined to be most useful by the proposed algorithm. On the other
hand, it may be very cheap to set up hotspots at other locations, for ex-
ample, co-located with a cellular base station, fixed-line pay phones,
or the homes of DSL customers. However, our solution could be com-
pletely applied with an improved version of our database of PIs that
would add their respective hotspots’ installation cost. Then, our prob-
lem would be to find the set of vertices that maximizes the herein
proposed metrics with a limited deployment cost ω, i. e., maximize∑
i,t Ri,t,m subject to
∑
zi,t < ω, where zi,t = ωi if i appears on the
period t and zi,t = 0 if i does not appear in t.
Related to the cost issue, a partially connected topology may present
some specific characteristics. For instance, consider a parking area
that is not provided with network connection a-priori. The cost of
linking the parking area to the operator’s network may not pay off
the offloaded traffic gains it will produce. A possible solution would
be to place other hotspots connected to the network bridging the gap
between the parking area and the operator’s network. It is important
to enhance that our resulting hotspots topology does not guarantee a
connected topology, and we think that it would require a prohibitive
amount of hotspots to create a completely connected graph covering
an urban scenario. However, it may be interesting to assess the cre-
ation of connected components in order to provide offload on certain
isolated areas.
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5.6 conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented to the best of our knowledge, the
first analysis of a metropolitan-wide hotspot deployment which em-
ploys a realistic traffic model. In Section 5.3.1 we have proposed a
graph model to represent the relationship between people and the
city infra-structure. Furthermore, in Section 5.3.3 we have created a re-
alistic synthetic traffic model to deal with the traffic generation, which
takes into consideration transportation modes. Besides, based on com-
mon behaviors presented on people’s real routines and their traffic de-
mands, we have proposed a methodology to select PIs more suitable
to receive hotspot placement data offloading. Our results show that
with a small quantity of hotspots it is possible to provide high offload
ratio and our routine-based approach provides higher offload ration
than the current solution in the literature, e. g., 15% less hotspots and
the same offload from 12:00 to 17:59.
6
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E H O R I Z O N S
“The future cannot be predicted, but futures can be invented.”
— Dennis Gabor
6.1 summary
Predictions to the mobile data traffic growth are unison: it will con-
tinue in the years to come. In this thesis we argue that the key to
cope with this trend is to understand both users’ network traffic and
mobility behavior. In order to understand the users we have focused
on a natural characteristic of people: routine.
Literature presented some scattered insights with regards to the
cyclicity present on human mobility and network traffic. We exten-
sively evaluated both topics in the context of an urban scenario. We
have started by creating a common representation of fine- and coarse-
grained trajectories and their interactions with the urban environ-
ment. Next, we characterized human mobility from their visit, tem-
poral, and spatiotemporal behavior in several cities using mostly fine-
grained mobility datasets. This lead us to comprehend three core as-
pects in the urban human mobility. First, there is a repetitive pattern
in the visiting behavior concentrated to few locations. Repetitiveness
metric showed that few percentage of locations (points of interest or
cell tower antennas) receive high percentage of the visits. Second, peo-
ple’s displacement is generally short, three-quarters of trajectories in
all studied cities are up to 10 km. Finally, there is a strong tendency
to use the shortest-paths, the majority of the trajectories are only half
longer than the possible shortest-path.
Aside from that, several specificities have been unveiled in peo-
ple’s mobility, e. g., more time spent when visiting venues and larger
displacement as the week passes by, more places visited during week-
ends than weekdays, and less displacement during the mornings of
weekends when compared to weekdays due to the more active Fri-
day and Saturday nights. Besides, we have shown that human mobil-
ity does not respond only to a rigid set of rules regardless the city
context. For instance, contrary to Beijing, in Paris, people spent 66%
less time in shopping-related venues during weekends as compared
to weekdays, due to a limited number of stores opened during the
whole weekend.
The second focus of this thesis is the characterization, classifica-
tion, and synthetic generation of subscribers using their network traf-
fic demands. From the characterization we have seen daily cyclicity
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for users’ traffic measurements. Therefore, we have selected and fur-
ther studied one typical day from the dataset. We have classified
subscribers by their traffic volume, number of session, and the ses-
sion inter-arrival time similarity. The classification resulted in six sub-
scribers’ network usage behavior profiles. Since each of the profiles
presented considerable network usage differences in certain hours of
the day, we have further separated and characterized their network
activity in peak and non-peak hours. Finally, we have synthetically
reproduced the network traffic demands of those six different pro-
files of subscribers in two time periods of a routinary typical day.
Besides, network traffic characterization brought interesting out-
comes. For instance, session volumes generally appear in three ways:
upload and download are very similar, the former is high and the
latter is almost non-existent, or vice-versa. Additionally, in the stud-
ied week, two groups of subscribers summed up together represent
the majority, the ones that generate traffic everyday and the ones that
generate traffic in only one of the days. Finally, in the studied dataset,
subscribers’ age and gender influence their network activity in two
main ways: older ones generate less traffic demands than younger
ones, and male activity is higher than the female counterparts.
6.2 future horizons
Looking ahead, we see a wide range of possible research direction in
both short- and long-term bond to the human mobility and network
traffic routine analysis. Short-term directions relate to improvements
in the models and analysis present in this thesis. Long-term refer
mostly to next steps that can take advantage of insights proposed in
this thesis.
6.2.1 Short-term
mobility from different nature : Even if we have presented
mobility analysis from both CDR- and GPS-based trajectories,
we envision other possibilities. Services such as Foursquare and
Instagram provide large-scale human data collection, which of-
ten contains geolocalized information. Similar to a CDR record,
user positioning is only available when he performs an activ-
ity, which in this context indicates his presence (e. g., check-in on
Foursquare) at a certain location. This comprises a whole area
of research called Participatory Sensing Networks [125, 126]. As
with a CDR dataset, a sequence of check-ins represent a user
trajectory, e. g., simply temporally concatenating them, or by in-
ference [127]. The human mobility and routine analysis from
this source is still unexplored, to the best of our knowledge.
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traffic model : We aim to investigate models to describe sessions’
transfer rate and duration. Although not crucial parameters,
they can enrich the model and the understanding of usage pro-
files. Besides, better knowledge about transfer rate may help the
operator, among other actions, to better allocate resources, im-
prove Quality of Service, and to provide diversify data plans.
Session duration may help to identify anomalous behavior or
to identify disconnection issues.
study case : As with any simulation, our study case abstracts some
characteristics of a real world implementation. For instance, adding
a fading model to our coverage definition may improve the
precision of the coverage time, visiting count, and offload ra-
tio metrics. Besides, as a first evaluation of a real-world sce-
nario hotspot deployment, we have neglected the financial cost
variation imposed by the deployment in different areas, e. g.,
venues already connected by the operator’s network (or land-
line) have supposedly lower deployment cost compared to a
non-connected venue. Such problem has multi-objectives, in which
the model tries to minimize the financial cost and maximize the
benefit (the amount of offloaded data in our problem). In order
to perform such evaluation, the dataset must contain the deploy-
ment cost for venues that are connected and non-connected by
the operator’s network. Such information may be unfeasible to
obtain from Telcos, thus we can evaluate simple scenarios, e. g.,
different percentages of non-connected and connected venues
that are randomly chosen among the PIs. By varying the cost
ratio between connected and non-connected we obtain an esti-
mation of the total cost-benefit of the deployment. Still, it is a
challenging task to model the cost difference between the de-
ployment of a hotspot on a connected and on a non-connected
point of interest.
Besides, we envision to evaluate the performance of the hotspot
deployment topology created with our routine-based strategy
using the mobility from a period which is later in time. For ex-
ample, our results were made using a topology that took into
consideration mobility data from November to December 2008,
how good is the performance if we apply the same topology for
the mobility taken one year later? As the participants of the Ge-
oLife experiment change during time, i. e., some left and some
joined the experiment, we are probable going to see some de-
terioration on the offload performance. It is due to the possible
mobility changes, which the first topology did not took into con-
sideration. The outcomes depend on how variable is the set of
people being evaluated. For short periods of time, however, we
foresee little change and consequently, almost unchanged per-
formance if considering a large scenario with millions of users.
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One possible solution is to select new venues and deploy ad-
ditional hotspots in the circumstances of more drastic mobility
changes, which were not existent in the first deployment.
6.2.2 Long-term
dataset collection : As a vast spectrum of work can take ad-
vantage of dataset analysis in the area of human mobility and
network, experiments aiming to collect rich information from
users are of enormous value for the research community. In-
formation regarding user, his device, and surrounding scenario,
e. g., fine-grained mobility, battery level, running applications,
access points, bluetooth devices, network traffic usage can con-
tribute to a deeper understanding on how we interact with the
network and with the environment around. For instance, except
for MACACO [128] and Priva’Mov [129] projects, to the best of
our knowledge, no other experiment makes effort in this direc-
tion. Besides, in order to further provide positive impact, such
projects may increase the number of participating entities, thus
to broaden the research fields that can take advantage of the
collected data.
forwarding protocols : An important problem on intermittently
connected networks is how to couple human mobility patterns
with message forwarding algorithms [21]. In this area, mobil-
ity has been widely studied when it comes down to encounters
among nodes. Contrarily, trajectories behavior could be studied
to improve protocols based on store-and-forward late delivery.
How far a person routinely goes or how frequently one visits
the same places in a city it is an important characteristics to de-
fine the potential of a peer to be chosen to keep a message to
be routed. For instance, important routers on a pocket switched
network could be taken from the set of few individuals rou-
tinely going further than the 10 km a day, thus carrying the
messages farther.
routine-based data prefetching : Prefetching has been shown
to effectively reduce user perceived latency. An interesting ap-
proach might be to merge trajectory information with demanded
content in order to provide a smart data prefetching approach.
Based on the routine of a user, the prefetching service could
store static content of often visited web pages. This content
could be downloaded using access points present in the loca-
tions he routinely visits. For instance, an application for mobile
phones could download content in advance at home using WiFi
and this would be later presented along with content down-
loaded using the mobile cellular network in real time. This ap-
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proach could alleviate the usage of the cellular network by shift-
ing to inexpensive networks (such as WiFi) the load of static
content such as images.
urban planning : Monitoring, distributing, and processing traffic
information may enable better strategic planning and encour-
age better use of public transportation. Several applications may
take advantage of the driver’s routinary behavior in order to
improve aspects of the vehicular networks. For instance, traffic
information, e. g., accidents, construction sites, traffic jams may
be exchanged between vehicles. On a routinary scenario, the
human mobility characteristics considered in this thesis can be
used to forecast the situation for the next days and inform the
driver, for example, about possible alternative roads. Besides, a
service may identify points of interest based on driver’s mobil-
ity patterns. Identify parking lots and its availability in number
of free spots, or suggest the best charging station for electrical
vehicles based on the driver’s routine and battery conditions.
On a collaborative scenario, a carpooling service could suggest
people to get or to offer a ride based on regular driver’s desti-
nations and passengers interested on ride-sharing.
customized ad-campaign : A service to advertise products on
roadside signs may merge different sources of information in or-
der to display targeted marketing. By crossing information from
the people’s routinary trajectories, interests, and traffic condi-
tions, a service could present ads that match people’s interest
on a certain area of the city likely having him on its vicinity.

A
A P P E N D I X
a.1 classes and categories for points of interest
Table 13: Classes and their respective categories
Class Abbr. Categories
Arts &
Entertainment
A/E
amusement park, aquarium, art gallery, bowling alley,
casino, movie rental, movie theater, museum, zoo
Education Edu school, university, library
Food Food
bakery, cafe, food, grocery, meal delivery,
meal takeaway, restaurant
Religion Rel church, hindu temple, mosque, place of worship, synagogue
Outdoor &
Sports
O/S campground, cemetery, gym, park, stadium
Night Life NL bar and night club
Shopping Shop
bicycle store, book store, car dealer, clothing store,
convenience store, department store, electronics store,
establishment, florist, furniture store, hardware store,
home goods store, jewelry store, liquor store, market,
pet store, pharmacy, shoe store, shopping mall,
store, supermarket
Travel Trvl
airport, bus station, embassy, lodging, parking, rv park,
subway station, taxi stand, train station, travel agency
Services Srvc
accounting, atm, bank, beauty salon, car rental,
car repair, car wash, dentist, doctor, electrician,
funeral home, gas station, hair care, health, hospital,
insurance agency, laundry, lawyer, locksmith,
painter, physiotherapist, plumber, police, post office,
real estate agency, roofing contractor, spa, storage,
city hall, courthouse, finance, fire station, moving company,
general contractor, veterinary care, local government office
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a.2 cdfs of the traffic parameters in peak and non-peak
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Figure 23: (a) Traffic parameters for LO users in peak hours. (b) Traffic pa-
rameters for LF users in peak hours. (c) Traffic parameters for HO
users in peak hours. (d) Traffic parameters for HF users in peak
hours.
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Figure 24: (a) Traffic parameters for LO users in non-peak hours. (b) Traffic
parameters for LF users in non-peak hours. (c) Traffic parameters
for HO users in non-peak hours. (d) Traffic parameters for HF
users in non-peak hours.
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a.3 synthetic traffic generator algorithm
Algorithm 1 Synthetic traffic generator algorithm
1: procedure Generate(n)
2: for each integer i from 1 to n do
3: classi = Class()
4: for t in D do
5: for Metric in {N, IAT ,V} do
6: pMetricti = Distr(Metric, t, classi)
7: end for
8: . Get the number of sessions
9: nrsess = Get(pNti , 1)
10: Arrivalsi = [ ]
11: . Get an array of IATs with length = ’number of
session’, i. e., one arrival per session
12: AvgIAT = Get(pIATti ,nrsess)
13: for intarr in AvgIAT do
14: if intarr == AvgIAT [0] then
15: arr = intarr
16: else
17: arr = AvgIAT [intarr− 1] + intarr
18: end if
19: Append(Arrivals,arr)
20: end for
21: . Get an array of Volumes with length = ’num-
ber of session’, i. e., one volume per session
22: Volumesi = Get(pIATti ,nrsess)
23: end for
24: Sessionsi = [ ]
25: for arrival, volume in Arrivalsi,Volumesi do
26: session = Session(arrival, volume)
27: Append(Sessionsi, session)
28: end for
return Sessionsi
29: end for
30: end procedure
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